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Schreye__r 
ousts  
Hardx 
i • , 
Manitoba's so:cinlist premier, 
Ed Schreyer, •moved -quickly 
this week to pull a seat from 
.undel" conservative member 
Jack Hordy~ Terrace's new 
clerk-administrator. ' . " 
Last week, Hardy told .The 
Herald th/tt be intended to keep 
his Manitoba seat in the 
leglslnture on a commuter 
basis, flying out east for ¢rn¢iai 
votes. 
Hardy's vote could con- 
ceivably defeat a New 
Demeeratie Party government 
motion. 
There are 28 New Democrats 
in the House, 23 conservatives, 
three Liberals and two seats, 
Hardy's included, up for grabs. 
According to a Canadian 
Press story from Winnipeg, it 
was announced Friday night to 
the Conservative leadership 
convention that Hardy would 
not resign. 
But Monday morning, Sidney 
Spivak, the new Conservative 
leader, said Hardy was 
resigning. 
During the weekend, Premier 
Schreyer called for an April 5 
by-election for the Greater 
Winnipeg seat of St. Vital--the 
seat held by Hardy. 
Another by-citation is being• 
held for St. Rose. 
Schreyer called for the St. 
Vital election after the Con- 
servative opposition finally 
declared Hardy's seat vacant. 
ThePremier said as far as he 
was concerned, Hardy's 
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A "fairly widespread" case of The healtl~ unit will continue 
head lice reported in Terrace, checking childrezt in schools 
caused the Skeena Health Unit today for head lice. 
to send children home from Students were sent home with 
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24-inches 
RON THODY 
~ : ,~. , :~? Old ManWinter reminded Terrace he was still 
( i  " ~ "{4uilofvigor Monday as he dealt a crippling blow to 
• i " !i! earea. 
~ '  . j~  ~i'!~'ii:He roared through, dumping up to 24 inehes of 
~!'~:~ ~._A ':~now and burying hopes• for an early debut of ~ . :~  " ~pring, . 
~ ~ ~.Htmdreds  o f  res idents ,  par t ieu la r ly  those  in  
i , :~ /~ ,utlying areas  were st randed.  
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QUEENLY Marlene Middletod walked away Brian Burdett, left, and Ron Pelletler, club , "I~ ndreds of cars were 
with the crown at the Centennial Lion's winter president--Staff photo, lira I ~ed by the snow. 
carnival Saturday night. Doing the honors are Sn~ plows crawled through 
resi ,ntial streets, adding to 
Li d hfldren o '/ FEW INCRES? ce sen s c ' i :  I '~began la teMondayando 
• fe~ ~inches were forcast. But h fr hool w~'~presidents awoke e a l y . , ~ . ~ .  
o m e  o m  s c  . , ~A~.~lay~ . theY found, the town 
. .S~hool district officials, 
lice and no o. teachers, to his Cli4~ly~ assessing the situation, 
knowledge, have .them. . " or~_d~r.' ed all schools closed to the 
joy:of children..Only the B.C. 
THEY CLING L V0~tional Schoel remained Lice, Miss.Douglas said, ere. 
small grayish-brown particals open. . , 
cursing, however• Many 
workers living near downtown 
mushed to their jobs. Many 
were late. 
HOLIDAY 
Loggers and truck-loggers 
were ,left with a few days 
holiday. 
Police reported several minor 
fender-benders. 
Only downtown mail was 
delivered as the snow isolated 
the suburbs. 
A rush of warm, moist Pacific 
air streaming across arctic 
air sitting in the: Skeena 
Valley was blamed by 
s n o w  .... 
• ' L ,  • .  ' . - ' • " " . : "  • 
I i " [ i l i  i 
town 
YOU GOTTA BE KIDDING, says Revel who was looking for- 
ward to burying his bones again i n - the  Springtime, Revel, 
whose owners are Mr. and Mrs. Harwoed Jackson, Thornbill, 
took a rather dim view of all that darn snow.--Staff photo. 
Davey,. pra ises week l ies  
school Wednesday notes to thew arents on bow to resignation was being ' " P 
processed and  formalities Theflrstea_seswerereporied treat the head lice with speeial, that cling to the hair  and ~. .Cheer fu l ,  .red~fac^e.d ~Vheoasthewrms~onmGeorgeBlakeyfor " l~L~,z , .~  ~ . . . . .  . -1  J _ _  _1 
concluded by Monday in order . .  eena ,~unior ~eeondary shampoos. . emme aneruff, nut unlil~ __. " . . . .  " "When ' the arctic " . LYe .  "~'M | II | .  I .  l [] | ~ ~ ~ ~,.lk¢~l ~r~ 
have the writ issued for St -~enool Wednesday morning . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ndruff, lice do not pull off the ~r~ey...c~.la .~e,.seen.~o..m)ato.wn started to retreat ba-k near "z'-r ~,~,,w..m. J L~, J  L4~,  .1.1,4L ~4t~.#(~lL~,~.  
,V~.~,~. , .~  .' , , " ...... " ,,'~:- "But. Mrs. J.. Nlcoll,, .public .,, ...... ...u.u~,,~s.'~,~w,~....,,.,.~,~r,./.;,.,.~w,:~.~ily;/,~-,:~ ,. ,..,,".,4~=,'~,,.:,";,,: ..~l~..~!~.~°,~v..m.°.n~,na.,.~..,t'~ ~, l,T'n. . . . . . . . . .  ,u.~.. rm . . . .  ,, ,, . . . . . .  .. 
She added that if lice are '~ M0st of the community, was Cont'd on Page 3 . . . .  
" author of the Davey Report on 
the mass media says we are 
all this and more. 
An analysis of his report 
regarding weekly newspapers 
appears on page 10 of this 
issue. 
We feel the analysis will 
help. you know ns better. 
were reported at the school 
Wednesday. 
Mrs. Nicoll said she would 
"hesitate" to call it an epidemic 
but Cunningham said cases are 
"fairly widespread." 
He called:a'staff meeting at 
noon Wednesday to have 
teachers warn students. 
Cuuningham said there is no 
possibility of closing the schooL_ 
that many students do not have 
y ..... g~;~:,,". - 
. We've been called an in- 
stitution in a country which 
has "too few instlintions". 
We've been told we play a 
significant role in the com. 
munity, more so than any 
other media...We are the 
weekly newspaper inCanada. 
• Senator Keith Davey, 
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NOSCHOOL and plenty of snow Tuesday gave Sl mea~8iElene Mltropaulos,8; Micheal 
mm~loursom'e'a g~.dyh~nee to build F~ty  ,~b/~ I iM Icm~ el a~rL~:Tl~g~.6--Stll~ photo;': 
~nowman,,: 'the arusts, from teft to rtght,.,are, i.':.' ,iFi ~ .2:?' " "~, : ':: . ' . ' . ' - 
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present in the schools, they are , ~,, 
also probably in the homes and ', ,]FOR SKEENA TR IO 
Cant'd on Page 2 .. " - - " - 
Off to Japan 
Remember tlmt Kitimat girl Aimie's trip and the entire 
Who won a six-week trip to Lions zone 19-A which includes 
Japan last month? 
= Well, she's going to have two"  
companions. 
Who? The two runners-up in
the essay competition on 
bz~therhood sponsored by the 
arda Lion's clubs. 
1 9 71  ,All the clubs got together 
and, with the help of the district, 
. . .,- we!are making available the 
funds for the trip," said Doug 
Rateuavers  Ha~Xman, .  a Downtown Lion's 
- spokesman. 
will • Winner was Betty ChicoreHi fo rm of Kitimat. The other two 
finalists were Helen Joseph, of 
A meeting will be held Terrace and Aimie,Derr of 
Wednesday night to "lay the Prince Rupert. All are 
• groundwork" for o new~ students. 
ratepayers association. PAY EXPENSES 
All property owners (elec. Hartman said, according to 
tots) and renters, (tenant plan, the Skeena region clubs, 
electors) are urged to attend the which includes Prince Rupert, 
meeting at 8 p.m. in room 16, wil[pay Betty's expenses. 
Skeena Junior Secondary "But everyone thought the 
School, an ergunizer said. other two girls had given ex- 
Those present will discuss eellent essays that somehow e 
a|ms ancl "ideals of an , should send them too," 
association which may be in- S o. t h e V a n c o u v e r 
corporated inra constitution. Chinatown Lions are paying for 
T* ,  
Demon booze out, week.these ar as bef°re the end °f 
"Returns from these areas, 
says Skeena .: F rank  coup led . ,  w i th  ma i l . in ,  con- 
, tributiens, are expected to boost 
the 1971 total in excess of the 
New Democratic Party up ~.any se-called hospitality 1970 total." Mrs. Harvey added. 
Leadership candidate Frank suites for these tend to become Canvassers also leR b lank  
Howard is playing.it cool. booze dispensaries and no real cheques at homes where pc-:' 
No mass use of. buttses, hats, effort is made in them to discuss cupants were not in. ) 5115 McCmncll 
placards and ribbons, , ~ Cent'd em Page 3 
No hospitality suites. OF " " ' 
No booze:. ,' " BY!, -]AMBER COMMERCE • ' ' " , . . . .  
Howard, 45, and member for ' " ' "" " " " " :i ": 
Skeeno, said Tuesday .he,s " ' '  ' Wile, honored  l/':i i downplay ingthep0mpand ' roar  JUdge No 
at the NDP nationhl leadership , rrlngton i =il, 
convention in ottawa.in. Apri l . .  . . " .: . . . .  -- 
'SERIOUS MATTERS' ' A ,  "~m~q ' ^la ..... '-~^ He pointed ,out .there were- _ ,~i t .  gives me':::a greater ."ires~nfati~/i:!i:i/!iiiil/~ :, ! : / '  ,,? ;:! . 
' from" Fwst,the hepremisesaid, we,that startthe '=wi~ri~".Z:. "".';'ht'^ "~'l'._u'" m. .^~. . ,  u~c'uu3 ~ only a handful of lifetime /: P!..e~.ui'ei~ t~ present you with,: '.,"I/II,{eha~e'.:ayoae:dolhw~i.! ' 
. . . . .  - ~,nnmoer. of. Com, "~ , comea ~ tb see;. US,". added-, tl~' "~' ?" ". I pment of policies of the . istr iet ,  .'Ch~imber. of re, Ure .Ju ' ; . ,  "'~'-.," : ':'.."---~A.'i/; 
Nl~.p are V~y serlons matters' commerce.  ' , ~ ~  l~i~n'a;.T~:hea!~!!i:!~,i:, 
~.asn, eu.!dntbec°nslderedina (,""-They were Mr nnd ctrcus-type-atmos,,here,, ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  " - -  presented the, .~reaso ;,. are ' i~ , to : :S~ ~,'/i ':, 
He "''L" - ,,0,. .,u, '~ ' ~-~omng~ ~ "• "_.'" ,..,~,~.~.,_=~rs; /C" J ' "N°r r in~t°n ,  ' " "  " H ,~., xee~.. .,: ,~..~-.!~.';i,.,Va!li~. '. ........ , ,.~,,'~,,,',,:,•~..~ .... ' ...... ,,~,,~ :: 
we are going to'refrain from ,:" .~.~~.uet .~e  memners  ot. ~ got,.your e ,sak[. it. shedld :gi~,.~:i,~':~;!;.i~:, :.' ', .......... '"~'~ ...... "" ........ ~ .... 
.__.__,-o-~n** la..,*:.o..~,,_~._..,,,.,.. ,,,." ,me,. -,.:enamor. :,. ., . . . .  ,,, ,, , memb~,,.. ~'shlp agood.three,years. Nm'inSto~'s ,','fond memo~5. , , : :  :" " I ;  ~'.~,,~,,~,ZOU",";:!"/,: ,:!!:::i!-:/ 
,.Schneider. ~elrstay In Te~ce, "  .... ',"". ,In 'U! :",. gl.~'.,,'.~.~,U~/',:. :;~, pesters, placards, hats, buttens i : .They Were  ~ lven  a ' ago,~;.~ , ~eminded of ~ . . . . . . .  ~ ,~,~ ~ e~.e  tOe:~ ' . ?~ ~. 
and other Im,.rkph~all~ that i "~ ln#' l~a  ,'.h'~,~",'t.~:. ~.~'~[,~ '' " . JUdgo '~No~,  ",:wSoIms,Ju~t," ~ ~, .~ o~ ~x. ,~' . , .~.  :" ~ ,  ~d,'. on behalf ,~On,',: a~r~. |~,~ i . , : , i :  ~ ~:,, 
have been assoelated, with, the ' ~X~, . . . . .~ .~. . . . , , • , , ,  ....... retl~aftsr many  years oh, t~  ~, 5er, Sehnelder. ~id: ,.~.,,v..:,., ~ ~ m.. ,~ '~. , , - ; .± , . ,~ .  ,.,..,' . . 
When Heinz Lehmann, Terrace RCMP are 
.manager of Jake Best presently awaiting for 
Jewelers, shook a man the results of tests to 
lying in the snow behind determine how the• man 
his • store lat 3208-A died, but a police 
the man didn't move. spokesman said chances 
He then made a are he died of  exposur e . 
gruesome discovery. The Dead is transient logger- 
Cont'd on Page 3 man was dead. failer Martin George Cormier; 
Heart Sunday 43. He was unnmployed at the time of his. death. ,~.
Police, who've had dealings. 
with Cormierbeth ere and in 
Prince Rupert, .also conjecture " " L ear tL re_  that the man could conceivably 
have passed out in the 
snowbank where Lehmann 
discovered the ~dy• Heart Sunday was heart- Mrs. Harvey said some $240 
breaking for the dozens of was made by the Amateur DISCOVERED TUESDAT 
canvassers and the Terrace Talent Show held at the , .The discovery of the body 
Unit of the Heart Fund Cam- Tiilicum Theatre Sunday. eceured at 10:45 a.m. Tuesday., 
paign. The Heart Sunday Drive " "We really cazi't say yet What 
When the donations were wrapped up a month-long caused his death, but there was 
counted by Monday, the goal of campaign of fund-raising and no ice on the body--it was 
$3,500 was missed by about $800. public education by heart - 'covered in snow," the RCMP 
Mrs. Donna Harvey, local associations here • spokesman said. 
Heart Fund cbairman, said Police said Cormier, who 
$2,674.22 was roached in the q . l~  r~d~-MO"'"  
door-knocking campaign. "O|d  , originally comes from Gaspe, 
She added that the returns Quebec, was last seen by a 
neighbor, Dolly Ruff, Sunday 
were about $475 less than the ~d~isappears  morning when he came over to 
1970 total of $3,150. 'her cabin to b0rrow a' case of 
However, Mrs. Harvey says The Maple Leaf forever?, beer. 
she s s.till optimistic' that more But there's someone in She' turn~ him down. 
money can be raised, perhaps Terrace with an eye for the Police.are continuing tocheck.. 
enough to put it over the top. red. white and blue. into his whereabouts between 
She said some areas were not Thieves stole an American Sunday and Tuesday. 
covered in Sunday's campaign flag and an eight.feet flag pole .: : .. 
and canvassers would cover from the roof of the Ka-Lum HEAVY DHINKER " 
Motel overnight Friday. , Cormier, policc said, was . . . .  
i. •Owner AlbertHaugland said !mown:t0be,a henry drinker. 
the nylon flag, pole and ropes :: ro:r.uzepast weak er, so befbre 
are valued at about $tO0.. I : ~sd~a.tl~:R(~blP:sald ~,0rn~er 
Police speculate thleves~ -.-. as~ltving-;in~ ~ack at  511~"  
climbed a nearby tree to get] ' McConne|Slreet~ltWas-In the . 
onto the motel roof. [ bush behind thacabin in Which 
,They are ihvesti, gating thel t~voman wh0re~sed him the 
iheft of"OId Glory. " [ r lived. Her cabin was also., ~ ,, 
to be made a life member. The merce." 
second was Kathy Frbser PAINT ING OF sKEENA ,., :~ 
Spencer, part-owner and fo r - . ,  And then he 
met: editor of The Terrace couple .with 
Herald. .- 
, , ' You  ' l i fet ime" scenein t 
old-line l~,,rUeo and, Amerlc~n', ~Y" :"" ' ' " : 
I p  ~lltie~l'conve~tims. ', " . . . .  ' : " ~ , ~ e  p~smtst im,was . . , -~  But . , : sebne ider .  saidi::, the 
"set, end, I am not going to set for~er:  chlmber~i'~'.presldent ~eliember. heve~i p t  a ro~d tc 
Schneider .... ./:..,;:, .::.~, : , . . . .  :wO~ . . . ,  " ~e~ds .a .~roa ;  . 
~. - ,, ,... . .  .~: .. 
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Education week 
starts Sunday 
EduCation weak--March 7 to reports to parents will be issued 
13--will be highlighted by open 
homes, displays and a School 
Board meeting in Terrace. 
The School Board meeting 
will be held at 7:30 p.m. March 
10 in the Caledonia Senior 
~;eco'ndary School lecture- 
theatre. The public is invited to 
attend. 
Supervisors hope the 
Resource Center's television 
camera will be repaired and in 
service to film activities during 
the week. 
PROGRAMS 
Specific programs at the 
schools include: 
Caledonia Senior Secondary: 
an open house Thursday, March 
11 with a display throughout the 
week. 
Skeena Junior Secondary: 
Friday, March 19 with an open 
house for parents the following 
week. Parents will be notified. 
Clarence Michiel: A games 
display will be held in the 
gymnasium from I to 3 p.m. 
March I0. 
POTLUCK 
Thornhill schools: An open 
house and potluck supper will 
be held March 10. 
Uplands and Cassie Hall: 
Visitors are welcome at any 
time. No special events are 
planned. 
Copper Mountain: Parents 
will be invited to an open house 
once thenew school on Kirkaldy 
Road opens. 
Kalum and Parkside: A 
special time will be set aside for 
parents. They will be notified. 
T i l l i cum ta lent  show 
TERRACE HERALD, TERRACE, B.C. 
"d BC heawrteefeUnartd + a l  s . . 
h a at Music filled the air and coins ' ' Y 
filled the kitty--all to aid the the Till,cure Theatre. 
Terrace Heart Fund drive last And a capacity crowd at- 
Sunday. 
The event was the Talent 
New 
church 
school 
hours 
Church school hours at Knox. 
United Church will be changeu 
on March 7. 
The~nove is being made to 
"provide a better Christ,at 
education program." Church 
school will be held at 11 a.m. 
instead of 9:30 a.m. as before. 
The change was made after a 
telephone poll showed most 
parents favored the new hours. 
All kindegarten classes will 
be at 11 a.m. and plans are 
underway for a special nursery 
area. 
The teaching methods are 
also changing, fiiyi~g children 
more opporttmtt~ o' r'eXpr~ss' 
themselves." 
"'The~cburch program of.+ 
todayi~ interested in relating 
the Christian faith in the 20th 
century. This in" itself is  a' 
challenge for all to be totally 
involved," the spokesman said. 
Questions on "the new hours 
may be answered by phoning 
church school teachers or 635- 
6014. 
tended the show to donate $245 
to the heart fund. 
; Bob Mclnnes, organizer, 
termed the show "A great 
success." 
People were turned away at 
the door of the theatre, donated 
by owner Bill Young for the 
show. 
On slage were local talent -
all singers. 
And everything from country 
and western to rock was per- 
formed by groups and singles 
who came front stage center to 
display their talents and aid a 
good cause. 
blasts Tortes 
Skeena MP, Frank Howard, a 
federal NDP leadership can- 
didate said in St. John's, 
Newfoundland that he foresaw a
repetition of the Ontario Con- 
servative l adership race at the 
April Coavention of the NDP. 
Howard said, "In the Ontario 
Tory leadership convention we 
saw a rejection of the concept 
that The Establishment would 
always remain in control. ?he 
Esta~iishinent :~ was y ~n~st~ 
defeated by the grass roots and 
the only thing which saved Bill 
Davisl from an absolute ~rout 
was the fact that the Tories are 
the government of Ontario and 
the entrenched old guard still 
very powerful." 
"Within the NDP," said 
Howard, "There is an attempt 
to develop aleadership machine 
around the establishment. 
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Sk+++.. Indi  i b dsil ?+++ , i! • +:  • + :'/:i::+ :+:+:+:/++*:iS:!: .  ' 
paw-wow On !:: schools r '"~ r~: ~ ":' ':~' ~:~:: 
works in eonjunctlon/with a/l'L ::At Smithers, Shirley J0seph' 
quallfied Indian . affairs J ~ the Hagwilget Reserve Works 
guidance ceunsellori who r is [-asateacheraideunder contract 
attached to +the local .agency J with Ind ian  Mfairs and: rite 
staff. + " ' : ~:- I Schoo iBoard . .  :': 
There are fan2 home: school,' J : W:J::/B..~ant, +• Princlpal:i:,of 
co-ordinators in this education I Chan(iiei'.~•Park reports .  'Umt 
district. Theyare : '  .' . . . . .  : " Mi~:~oseph is d0ingmudi ' : to  
+,+Fred.Wa]e at Haze]ton, who  improve ~derstanding::fa'~:aH 
.works with students from the: Smi~erS'schools, : : : .  !,.~;':" 
Hazelton,: Hagwilgeti :+ Glen :All c0-otdinators :are:'Band 
Vowell, Kispiox, Kitwanga,. members,/.!dnd :' therfore un- 
A meeting of Home Schon] Co- 
ordinators was held recently in 
Prince Rupert. 
Ten Bands in this Distrlet 
have chosen Home School Co- 
Ordinators. The cu- 
ordinators are employees ofthe 
Band council through a contract 
with Indian Affairs. 
Home scheel co-ordinators 
work with students who reside 
on .Reserve and attend 
provincial elementary and 
secondary schools, a 
spokesman said. 
There are several provincial 
scbools in the area which were 
partially financed by Indian 
Affairs, he said. 
h general, the co-ordinators 
deal with problems relating to 
attendance, family life and 
understanding of provincial an d 
federal, school policy. 
The co-ordinator . usually 
Kitwancool, and. Kitsegukla derstandloCalproblems andthe 
Reserves,-who attend jointly Native language.' .' :,: . " 
fmunced schools at Hazeiton, ..Their.wqrk already has done 
Vina Starr of. K i tamaat  much : to ~improve relations 
Villagewhoworkswith students .'~tween~ the students' parents 
attending schoo.1 s in the town of and school staffs. " " 
Kitamaat; , "  '"  . . . .  + ' . ~ ': : .... +- '+ ' .  
RobertCollisonofMassetandl " " " !.i " +: .  • . • 
Mrs. Pear l  Pearson .of ] " :'CACHED, CREEK • 
Skidegate who Work with.l~:/~_b~Cre~E"W,.~+.~nanied 
students in attendanee at joint J by miners Who , 'cached 
schools in Masset and Queen I s~DnlIea there during; :th~ 
Char'loire City respectively. I Fr~s*'er gold rush of the 18~8~era. ' 
l j + VALLEY  :-; 
IT'S GOING TO BE DIFFICULT to leave the remembers the many things it took ~ make Ii 
Skeena, said Mrs. C.J. Norrington, looking back them a real part of the Skeena. They were 
on the years she and her husband Judge honored Tuesday night by the Chamber of i".. 
Norrington spent here. Mrs. Norrington appears Commerce. The couple plan to live in Sum- . 
to be looking I)aek, while her proud husband merland for health reasons.--Staff photo. FORMERLY RAY'S TRAILER SALES, 
Chamber honors I 0ilit MtS 
JuodFl ,+o.,o,and ,wl e 
Judge Norrington recalled the There were some, however, /
first chamber meeting here. It who didn't drink. 
was, he said, in the Terrace 
Hotel" and everybody had. a So, he said, they voted. It was 
boltle of beer on the table in 23 in laver of discontinuing the 
SKI  TRAIL  
BY DR. PETER ANDREWS 
President 
Canadian Ski Association, 
Western Division 
+The .little girl stood un- 
ce~t~:/dy at +the tdp'~'f the hill, 
"How steep is it?" she asked 
the red-jacketed instructor.. 
How do you describe steep- 
ness to a 10-year-old girl who 
has never even seen a hill, let 
alone skied down one? 
This is one of the problems 
being met at Grouse Mountain 
in North Vancouver where 
cross-country program got: 
started, and this has since 
become one of the country's 
most successful. Judged purely. 
on international results, it has  
brought more credit to Canada ~ 
than all other skiing combined. 
Inuvik skier s. dominate the 
i ' TIii~ • se~is~n;+'."£~irr' s~iRe'r's* 
Shirley and Sharon'Firth, aged 
17, have consistently placed 
one-two in almost every major 
meet on the continent. At the 
Candian Championships, the 
corss country men and women' 
from the Arctic Circle took five 
of the six top places. 
classes for blind skiers have Shirley Firth was first in 
g~lllTIil ITIIIHIIII E UlLII0111CIIIII~III L CHIURICHREIIIIISII! [ been started this winter, women's division, followed 
J~t i The first class was a thorough closely by sister Sharon, and 
su cnss. I twas a totally new Resan eAllen. MalculmHunter: 
experience for Grouse in- of Ottawa won the men's event, 
II II IIIII IIIIll I I . i;I structors Amanda Shaw and but lnuvik's Roger Allen and~ 
I = PEiqTECOSTAL TABERNACLE =---- CliffOughtred, as well as for the Ernie Lennie took second and 
six youngsters from Jericho Hill third spots. 
Service Schedule • 4647 Lazelle Ave. -  School in Vancouver, whose TOBOGANNING 
-- Sunday School 10-00 a.m. + J ages ranged between 10 and 17. Although there was an outcry 
-Morning Worship lh00 a.m. Phones =+ 
i =---- Sunday Evening 7:15 p.m. Office 635.2434 - 7:30 p.m. Home 635.5336 - 
There were the usual spills, of 
course, but the kids found their 
ski-legs quickly. 
VITAL 
" I t 's  vital to gain their 
complete confidence," Amanda 
explained, "so that when we say 
it's safe to keep going, they do 
so without fear or hesitation."$ 
The Grouse Mountain in- 
structors earlier conducted dry- 
land sessions at Jericho Hill 
'School and from the 20 or so 
youngsters who participated, 
six were chosen for a "pilot 
program" of actual skiing. 
Selection was made on the basis 
of physical capacity. 
By that time, the instructors 
and students had gained the 
rapport so obviously essential. 
Then they spent two sessions 
just walking together around 
Grouse's Paradise Bowl area 
before actually donning skis. 
Great credit should go to 
Omulf Johnsen, director of 
Grouse Mountain Ski School 
Everything is being provided 
free- gondola ride, equipment 
and instruction. 
Johnsen is particularly en- 
thusiastic because of his ex- 
perience with a cross-country 
ski program for the blind in 
Norway. before he- came .to 
Canada more than a decade 
ago. He called that the motto 
of the the Norwegian program 
waS "Nothing is impossible for 
the blind." 
= Bible Study 
_-=- Tuesday 
-=-Youlh Night Thursday 7:30 p.m. . --- 
The endofyoor search for a friendly church. " • i 
` ~ i ~ R ~ ~ I ~ f i l l ~ ~ ~ i ~ i `  
Sa lvat ion  Army 
4451 Greig 
9:45 Sunday School 7:30 Thursday Night 
i1:00 Morning Worship "Bible Study & Prayer 
7:30 Eve0!ng Services Meeting" 
For info on other activities Phone Envoy oi ~ Mrs. Bill Young 
635-5446 
KNOX UNITED CHURCH 
Car. Lazelle Ave. & Monroe 
St. Phone 635.6014 
Sunday Services: 
Church SchoOl ' 11:00 a.m. 
Morning Worship ll:00 a.m. 
Nursery & 
Klndergarte. 11:00 a.m; 
EVANGELICAL FREE 
CHURCH 
Car. Park Ave. and Sparks St; 
IO:00 ~-Sunday School 
I1:00 -- Morning Worship 
~7:58 p.r0. - -  Evening Service 
~fednesday 7:30 n.m. --  Prayer and 
Bible Study 
RaY. B.B. Ruggles 4664 Park 
Avenue. 
,,Phone 635-5115 
_ - | 
CHRIST~LUTHERAH 
L CHURCH 
.Cor,.-Sparks St. & Perk Ave, 
PASTOR: D." Kaiser 
Pllm!e: 635.5882 .+. 
r~orning Service at. 11:00 +.m.' " 
Sunday School .. - 9:45 a.m:. 
CATHOLIC CHURCH 
Lakelse Avenue 
SUNDAY MASSES 
8:30 a.m. 
1O:00 a,m. 
11:15 a.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
CHRISTIAN REFORMED 
CHURCH 
Sparks Street at Straume Ave 
Rev, John Vandyk 
Phone: 635.262~ 
• lO:00 a,m. S(mdoy School "~" 
11 cO0 a,m. Worship Service 
.5:00 p.m. Worship Service •
Back to God CFTK Hour 
Friday 9:30 p.m, " 
ST. MATTHEW'S CHURCH 
4726 Lazelie'Avenue, Terrace, 
Anglican' ChtJrch of Canada 
SUNDAY SERVICES: 10:15 ar,~ 
every Sunday. 
(Sunday school and bebyslttln~ 
included) .. 
WEEKDAY SERVICES: Ss posted 
on the church door. 
,+ 
Music Director: Stuart McCallum 
Phone. 635-4207 
Pastor: Peter Horseflel(J pllone 635. 
5855 
. . • . '  
':Ynur Fr;endty+Fa++m.!ly ~urch';. 4201,Offlce:', 472+ Lozelle'Ave.,. ph'one 435. 
. . . .  .+  . + . . I I 
+ ,,,0 i+, sc.oo+ 
/ : .ALU~C~'~ ., , . . .  + + 
{: :G '~~.+ 1. , Ager +~I,.+ i ;1+0~'a:m. T~I+ :Same~lesos " 
, +:,+ ,m..+.+i w m.  
when tobogganing was banned 
from Mount Seymour and 
Manning Park this winter, 
statistics will verify that this. 
was a necessary measure. 
Last year at Mount Seymour 
alone, 178 aceidetns were at- 
tributable tO toboggans. Of I 
these, 20 were serious back 
injuries, the rest were arms, 
legs and miscellaneous inuries. 
Unfortunately, there are still 
many, many aeeidents on the 
ski hills, mostly due to over-, 
crowding, but at least the first 
aiders can concentrate on the 
ski area. Mount Seymour is 
considering development of a 
tobogganing hill that is properly 
maintained, patrolled and 
supervised at all times to im- 
prove the s~fety factor. Perbpa 
this i an idea for other areas to 
consider. 
Chi ld ren  
w i th  l i ce  
Con'd from Page I 
other places in town aswell. 
Lice, she said, appear "on 
and.off" in Terrace and the rest 
• of the province as well. "It's all 
over the province this year, "she 
said. . 
Miss D0Oglas aid it'does no 
good to' treat the children at 
school if other members of the 
Pamela Fa!rhill, who family do'not reat lice at home. 
organized the first group at the :KEEP CLEAN 
school, is' delighted with :'the " I t 's  pretty well confined to 
• the'head," she said. "Pil low results and plans are, already 
unde'rway, for an:expanded cases and hats should be 
programnextyear. "Wehope to eleaned thorongbly," 
have many more involved;'! she The outbreak at Skeena 
sa id .  : .. :. " started • with one-student, 
-.Inuvik is' i'apldiy.becgmlng Cunnlngham said, It.: ,0on 
o,e."0f Canada's" best-known spread to others in the school 
communities - and 'it's. all • "If there's lice in.the Schools, 
because of .our eros~country they are probably in the homes 
ski+whizzes, :,This. t0wn;:. 200 i and businesses t00;', he. said. 
miles north of tlie'Arvtic+Circlel I Miss "Douglas ' said :parents 
will be hosting tlie fodrtll annual [ can.beip .the heai,~, unit by 
TOp of:the :+ W~rld!•Ski Cl/a/n~.]~examining+ th!ldren .s':heads at 
p!omb|ps;Apd]' i8;:;. ":'...: :.':, '. il • h#ine +hal treat!ng tnen~;: v :. 
'-. + +UNLWELY.  •-: ':' :. I "  ;~  'Bpeclal" "+bampoo is 
.... Six years'dgo,'~i more unlikely +I recommended. ,It Should be 
' loeatlon,.'would:~: be.+ hard':.:to .'1+ 'used:every 12.hour+ With d-fine 
imagine; But:then the' lnuvik / combing of the hair afterwards. 
beer, and 17 in favor of keepmg 
it. 
"The chamber was reduced 
then to 23 members," Judge 
Norrington 'added, with a fine 
grin. 
! EARLY SETTLERS 
The Norrington's first came 
to a tiny Terrace in 1923, then 
moved to Prince Rupert in 1926, 
where the Judge was employed 
as an accountant. 
" But they were back to stay in 
1945. 
Mrs. Norrington mentioned 
they were both over from 
England when they came north 
to make their future here. 
"I don't know how we can 
+'ever thank you. so ~much," 
!~)remarked Mrs. Norridgton. 
I ~"W~ have had a Wondei~ful life 
here." 
Our  New Front ie r  Mode l  
12 '  x 68 '  
DROP IN  ANDSEE IT !  
TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU'  
SMITHERS & TERP,:~CE, B.C. 
. . . .  . . . . . .  '• . . .  ~ 
:Located JUnc+'of Hwys  16: &~'2S+ Ter race , ,  ~: . . . .  , ++ 
THE NAMI= OF  THE G A M E  iS  
U SAVE!  
, ;+ .  
+ 
Phone 635-4043 
Res.+• 635:2089 
" . "  ".. ' '  
" U S E D  
P ICKUPS 
TRUCKS" 
. . . .  P:U. w3 $t3100 19~r0  I .H .  Speed Demo 
1968 I.H. ,,00,~+ Too -, 
V-84 SlXI. ' 1850  
Bonus Bo~ New Rubber A-i . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1.968  I .H .  ,s~,]~T+n : .1600 
6 Cyl• 4 Spd Fender  Box . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1964 Chev  ~, Too 
6 Cyl .  Bonus  Box  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  650 
1955 Willys Pickup 
New Rubber Canopy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' 595  
DUMP TRUCKS 
1965 I .H .  P~ooo With 12.14 Yd Carter 
Box And Hoist. 6V71238 HP Eng - Jacob Brake • 16 5pd 
Tran~ • 340~ Lb Bogies. 
1O0Ga,  Fue l .A i r  ' 1 0  800 
Brakes - 1000 x 20 Good Rubber . . . . . . .  I 
1964 I .H .  ,F,O ar+ntford 
BOX And Ho is t .  V549 Eng  ' 6200  
• 5 And  4 • 34000 B'ogies . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
II I II 
I 
CARS AND WAGONS 
I 
1967 I .H .  ,OOOTrove,+,, '19"O:~ 
Wagon V.B New Pain? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1965 Chev  station wagon . '700  
10 Foot Walkin SB-~dJ~ 
;1965 Fargo  VaoAu,o ...... v Jv  
I 
CAMPERS 
1 
1970 8 Foot  Cap i lano  Cabover  -. i 
ca•par Pr,d0o '2675 Stove • New . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1966 ~o Foot Scamper  T . ra i ler  
Toilet • Fridge . stovo '2200 , . . , , , . , ,  . . . .  , , , , , , , , . , . , . , , , . . .  L' 
CABS AND CHA SS/S!  - . '; 
196q i .H ,  ~o~,o,0 W,h A,r : 
Slide Wheel. Sleeper • 13 Spe(~d Trans 
8V71 Eng, 318"H/~,+- '24500 ' ' 
10go x 22 Gag ,1 Rubber . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Ch . . . . . . .  1963 ev~To. ::+' ~" 
Wlth A F+me And Winch• Wrecker Unlt $ I~00 '+ 
1962 Dodge +0+ Ton ++~+/ :~i++. 
Air-5th Wheel Tractor Equip. premiumS3300 +. ~.+ : 
! : . "  ~+~S , '+1962 I .H .  ,ocumm•:s,.++, 
Trar~s .SS0~D,R. DF4.O s With Sth Wheel. 61 'B00 ' :  .: .'' " r +j. , 
I I 
COMPLETE LOGGING TRUCKS:+ ::'.:!::: .., ,::: 
i'I 
. :q  
L J
:4 
,~ .1967 Hayes..O3fwfhHay, ee,.i,dfraer. OV,,. " ~ : ~:' 
0go x 22318 H, , eng,. Jacon broke ~. 8~gB_ 1 nr l l l l l  Ma in$~ _. _, _. :: ' 
' • O3,11G Aux•Sqd 38,000 " 1 Budd- . . . . . . . . . . .  q Eog,e~ Ex Rubbe~ Now.:m,..: . , , . . . i  
ql J l L l _a  • • •" iF230Dwlth Columbla25Ton~rraller. lOFootb~nka, : : :  + '!,' ' i + " I 
! Vg l l ,  I l e l le  no miles on rebuilt 258 Cumm. S &4 Trons -" leb J I  .d~li~g~ 
4640 65,000 LB Bogles. ']200 )~ 24.rubber ". Pr~mlum . . . . . . . .  ,; .'., : . ) . : . . . :~ ' le lP IV I~V ,i
~ k  ~ 1"~; .  V1~," , , l l i J . ,~. , l i ,  L 923wllhgfootColumblafr"ller • ' i : " * :00+'0 ' !  '  i . n~v~,  l~,q=:SU~.qJU.illl.250curn/nEng.Sqd....":: $- 4 ' ' 
36,000 Bngiea • 5 & 4 Trans.Good r;bher . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ".'...'..'......It "'1 
' 96  1 Mack  "+* With, I=oo;Cqlumbla tr ijer • ':' : " . . . . . .  
'.- , ~ 211. rebullt eng..,Qued box.; 6 .m. omflso!d, Newl~.ag.; Exce;!..an..; rub.:l~er"? 13 ;000 . (  
-, , Phone 635-721/1  : ** i 
. .. . • . . %• . : " .+ '  ' ,  
_ r .~q I . . . .  l r ruck&lqu lpmei i t ' l , td , . .  ' . I  , .. , •eox.13O .~j 
_ :, ,, :.+. *' . + .. . . . .  . • , ' /  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  ., 
' /: =.-  
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BROWN OWL Mrs. Rosie Cruickshank pins Centenniai pin on 
Brownie Cathy Balcock, Looking on is Guide Irene Olsen. Pins 
• were presented toall Girl Guides, Brownies| Boy Scouts and Cnb 
Th * 1"  O" mt mg 
day for 
guides 
Thinking Day Week was 
specially planned in Terrace 
th is -year  as Mrs. C;E.C. 
St.ew.~rt, provincial com- 
m~ss~Qncr, made her first visit 
to me Northern Lights Division. 
Brownies and Guides from 
both the Skeena and Kit- 
sumgallum districts took part in 
welcoming Mrs Stewart. 
The Brownie Guiders planned 
a program held in E.T. Kenney 
School at 3:30 p.m. February 23, 
hosted by Brown 0wl Ellen 
Benmam. 
Nine Brownie groups were 
represented by the sixers and 
seconders ofeach pack. because 
there ~re so: many ~Bro~/nies. 
~ SIN~A~0NG~ q ~1 • " " 
~hey~had .a*:fa~ry ring,~ sang,:- 
songa~:~,and. ,,repeated ,. their 
promise~ to.-the~guest com- 
mis~l~he~s. ' . - 
Mrs. Stewart gave a talk 'on 
Browpie~;.and Guides around 
the wd~ld. She mentioned that 
in Guienna where her grand- 
daughteiLis.a Brownie, instead 
of Owl and toad stool, they use a 
Scouts at a joint Thinking Day service at the United Church 
Sunday--Staff photo. 
i 
Old Man Winter 
shows his vigor 
Con'd from Page 1 
disturbance that astonished 
winter-weary Vancouverites 
whose crocuses and daffodilis 
had started poking up. 
Blakey explained that as the 
warm air moves over the cold 
air, precipitation, mainly snow, 
results~ 
He admitted he didn't think 
we'd get such a heavy snowfall. 
It began, said Blakey, about 
10 a.m. Monday and the snow 
continued to about noon 
.Tuesday. 
He said 21-and-one-hail inches 
of the stuff fell at the airport, 
but he said reports from 
Terrace indicate !at !east,24= 
. inches was dumped on the town. 
.... Terrace and .Thornhill were 
just recovering from a it:eeord 
January snowfall of  over. 70 
inches. 
February, said Blakey, was 
unseasonabIT mild and lulled 
many into thinking it was an 
early Spring. 
They were rudely awakened 
Tuesday. 
"It 's not really all that late 
(for a storm), although the 
amount of snow is unusual," the 
weamerinan said. 
OUR LAST?. 
"This will probably be Our 
last heavy snowfall," Blakey 
added on a note of optimism. 
He said he still minks Spring 
will arrive on time--"about the 
middle of March." 
,~Snow mixed,,with.r.ain?is the 
. fo rcas t  fe~t~hy,.and the..~next 
.,few days. :~ . , . 
"I expect We'll have higfi 
l temperatures in the mid-30's 
Hardygets shaft 
Cm'd ,from Page 1 [ of Mr. Hardy's present corn- 
F 
and dropping to 25 or30 degrees 
at night," said Blakey. 
The combination of wmtmer 
temperatures and mixed rain 
and snow will, Blakey said, melt 
Monday's nowfall. 
But, hc added, that means one 
thing: slush ahd lots of iL 
What are the chances of 
another big storm before Lady 
Spring makes her debut? 
'T in  not saying," said 
Blakey. "There's always the 
chance. 
/ 
i - " " AREALRIOT .... i 
~. In i913~arge s~ale riotsbroke' 
out in Nanaimo and 1,000 
miners tookpossossion f. tile 
town, looting and burning and 
destroying property. They were 
infuriated by the use of Chinese 
and Japanese strike breakers at 
Nanimo, Extension and 
Cumberland. The militia went 
in to break the strike. 
spid~i and spider web : 
From" " ' a r  ~ l l ighted  : taper ,  
Commissioner Stewart lit the 
candies of each guider who in 
turn, lit each Brownie's candle 
on a cup-cake- in com. 
mcmm:ation of Thinking Day. 
TheGuide program was held 
me same evening, at 7 p.m. at 
Clarence Michael School. 
INTERNATIONAL 
The Guide theme was in- 
tern'ational, each of the six 
corn. panics . . . .  representing two 
countries eaeh,'total l ing 12 
coud[ries in all. " 
With some help from their 
leaders and mothers, the 
Guides made the Uniforms of 
the ~buntries they representedt 
They~ also made flags, a map 
Hardy told The Herald last 
week that he intended to vote on 
crucial issues, •particularly 
against a government proposal 
to amalgamate all cities and 
municipalities within the 
Greater Winnipeg area. 
.In a statement issued by 
Ma~,or Victor Jollffe, the'mayor 
stied Hardy had been a member 
of a special committee "sitUng 
o to compile recommendations  
me amalgamations..." 
" Hardy confirmed to' The 
Herald that he would not give up 
his post as municipal ~clerk- 
administrator here and would 
resign his Manitoba seat after 
me present session. 
According to Jolliffe, "When 
Mr. Hardy was interviewed in 
andL Colorful story 'about the Winnipeg for the application of 
coupFy they represented, as.~istant municipal ad- 
M/,s. Gladys Kerr, divisional ministrator by Mr. Pousette 
international representative, and Mayor Jolliffe, the question 
presented Mrs. Stewart with a ' 
people, i . . . . . .  
A'~, informal coffee party .' 
foliE~,ed at the home of Mrs;  
mitment of MLA was discussed 
and it was agreed that should 
Mr. Hardy be me successful 
applieant...any prior com- 
mitment in eonneetion wire Mr. 
Hardy's participation in the 
Manitoba Legislature would be 
recognized." 
• COUNCIL AWARE' 
"Members of council were 
aware of this commitment, and 
it had been agreed individually 
by members of council that Mr, 
Hardy would be given leave-of- 
absence for his attendance at 
any special sitting of the 
Manitoba Legislature," said the 
mayor's tatement. 
The mayor added: "During 
the latter part of last week, the 
conditions changed somewhat 
with Premier Schreyer an- 
.--'~'P CALEDONIA ' . . . . . . . .  
f tudenis at Caledonia Senior Marg Perry and.  Linda Mc .~ [ Zd Redmond. ' r ~ McNicol and ~ *McLe~i;n; 
Secondary School" today. Cl)~m;-surveying, Ian Mac' I APPRENTICE8 I n~rks and " . 
:'(Thursday) have a bunch of Donald and-or Stenhen s~r~, , , / I  . . . . . . .  , ,.- recreation, R .  
new teachers 1 • ' teaehin~ staff'-m:':,,~:,'~:' I Also, trade apprentices, Jack I Lussier; recreation, Peter 
.They include a banker, ,a veterina~T medicine, Dr]~Ji~ IMarcGtlear?er~n~CC:tmti~ga~::e I Fanning and Forestry, Tom. 
policeman, a nurse, an  in ,  ~Proctor; :vocational training,'] ;~ " g, m [Harvey . . . .  
surance man and' a, sawmill m 
employee. , 1 
• And the same "teachers ' ,  will ! 
visit Skeena Junior Secondary 
• tomorrow to talk about*their 
nouncing his intention to call a 
by-election to replace Mr. Jack 
Hardy." 
• j o b s  as part of "Career  Days.', The event is " - beingsponsored 
~'by Canada Manpower and the 
.~Terrace and District Chamber 
i of Commerce. 
. ' DAY-LONG " 
And me students themselves 
• chose the careers they want to 
hear about during the day-long 
• ~vents at both schools. 
• Among the more popular 
. careers chosen and scheduled: 
fpr five periods are me RCMP, ~ 
beauty culture, radio and TV, 
'stewardess and forestry. ~ ;: 
Speaking on those .subjects 
are Cpl. W.L. Weldon, Gino 
Guglietta, Gord Leighton, 
Larry Feick 'and Pem ~'an 
Heel 
Other subjects include 
rehabilitation and social work, 
Off to 
Japan 
Con'd from Page 1 
I clubs in most of B.C., northern 
Washington and northern Idaho 
will sponsor Helen's trip. 
Aimie, Hartman said, is of 
Chinese xtraction. 
Helen is a native Indian and 
said earlier she wanted to visit 
Japan because she believes 
there are ancient ies between 
the Orient and her own race. 
LAND-BRIDGE 
(Many world geographers 
believe that Asians once 
crossed into North America by 
means of a land-bridge which 
once existed between Asian and 
Alaska). 
The girls will, before taking 
the trip, attend the Lion's 
Spring Conference at the 
Bayshore Inn, in Vancouver. 
Betty will have the honor, 
Hartman said of sitting at the 
head table with Chief Dan 
m 
i ii!iii !!/ i are h o use So le  
' CONTINUES 
3233 K~lum St .  .... . 
r 
f across from B.C, Tel. 
Big savings 
all this week  
and next week 
ill Saturday Night 
March 13th ' 
Open Friday nights until 9 p.m. 
SAVE NOWl 
' Geerge of North Vancouver b en nominated for an ALL SALES CASH,I, AL L~. ,.F!NALI..,,,,,, l', 
.0sc~. (0r his:role in the. film,'. ,;~.. . . . .  ' . . . . . .  ~. • ; . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  ' .  I" I SALES 
! "L i t t leB ig  M~m." ' ., ~ ~i :~',I ~i,,,....:..•.~,- • 'i t' "-~'~ . . . .  ' ' "~:;" ' ',:~ 
.Also at me head table will be , ~  ~ 
both federal and provincial 
cabinet ministers, including 
B.C. Attorney-General Les 
Peterson. 
Hartman said Betty won 
because her essay "was so 
indicative 0fwhat we must do to P PER 
attain a better understanding of 
the worid and me people in it." 
High values 
Low, low prices! 
at, 
REUM MOTORS 
'-'%'.~.::-::.:~;:;:::::"::::::::: ~.~ .;~.~i:.:'~:.::;:~~N~'~N~%~ 
'70 INTERNATIONAL 
NOR-PINE '69 FORD 
• , . _  i 
'Made In T .~.  io mY* YOU. power  s t ;e r2t .  " . 
"' Time & Money ' ~  
Crew cab. ~e~wner, V.8 995 
four speed, low mi leage.  FULL PRICE $2 ,  e00  
~.~.~::~:~:~..~:.q::.~::~::::>~:~i~:~.~::.:~~~\~%%~\%~ 
commissioner. 
Howard 
i/i ~I Con'd from:Page 1
ser~'ous matters in a "serious 
wa ~,,, 
~; NO 'SWAYING' 
Howard Said 'iinbther eason 
is ~hat by use of such suites', . 
"~?e is  the presumptlon.that 
del~gates Will' and can  be 
sw~yed~by, llquor., ..... ~.: 
!!~ mink• this presumption is
hig~y/insult.ing, to:,. delegates 
and r',.iln~,e: nd Intention" of 
"~ in. 'thtd engaging _ . pLaet!¢e,' 
g and brakes, one-owher 
FULL PRICE 
'2795 °° 
/ 
"We will' not be' undersdd:' 
• " ' .4  
BARGAIN 
SPECIALS! 
A completeline0f building supplies 
• . , {. • ' . .  
'66 Dodge 
4 dr. sedan, V~ auto.,.' ea~i~m A~t  
* radio FULL PRICE-~,O']F~eIUFIUI 
. i l  
'~WI I i  . . ' ,nave ,  r o o m s  
; for deleRates to meet 
' Draftingand blue~infing service ' I '62 Ford I ~'k~ 
' :: '~TESTED", i 'i: ~C 
• . ROOF TRUSSES :i• t 4d'r. sedan, v~, .~o.,  *L1 " '  ~ 
one .owner  FULL  PRICE~ l ,~ '~eq~l~ 
=v, lv :w v ~ 
" I : " ~ I '  1 ~1' "i' ':We have a beautiful selection • 
~md~'~mm~l In Terrace To The Hlghed. ' l~donl  ~ or used cars and trucks ranging 
• and ,Imlutt~ ' ~:' f rom 1959.1970 models. Buy nowl 
SAV-MOR' BUILDERS ': ::: REUM MOTOR. 
48 " '~  .... "' i ] ;",,'.Sales" ,ot,.Lakelse Ave., :::/,,:,".' 
i~.tmiallL ' ~d~cessl0n.~. 
i~fr~sliments Such as 
j tea Will be av~,.llable 
added, :'We are going' 
ne our .con~ention 
CALL HERB, r~  * 
ERNiE OR J IM 
AT 635-5905 
LTD. 
• :':*;*:': ' ; ' , : ' :  * :, :,:-: *: .:. ::: ...'_.:_-: *: ,:-:. :::-:: :; :: :;'; "; ":-':": ":-':~.:.:.: <, :.:. :* L.: *~: .: ~* :.:.: ~ :~  :o  >:.~ ~ ~:..~.~:.~  ~ L~ ~%~" ~'~ ~ ~: ~.-.-'.-.. 
1969 MAZDA 
2 dr. ~dan, , 1 4 9 5 o o  
l ike new . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  FULL  PR ICE  
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~:~:~:~:~:`.~:.~:`*~q~:.~.:~:~:~:*~*.%~.*~:::::~.~***..:*.*`.******~*...%*~v~ 
Two 
'69 MUSTANGS 
2dr. h.t., V-S, automatic, • *2795  
pwr .s teer ing  and brakes"  FULL  PR ICE  
:.~.~.~.~.~.:~:~:~:.~.~.~.~:~:.:.:~.%~.~..~.~..~..~:~:.~.~:..~:..~.~;.~ . ~ . .~  % _%~ • . ~ .  .................................. ~...~ ,, ....................................... ~ :~.~ ~ ~:~:.~\'~.~ . ....~.<~ 
'68 PLYMOUTH 1 
.. 4 dr. sdn., automatic~ ~ " * 1 6 9 5 0 0  
~' new ~int ,  o~wner  . . . . .  FULL  PRICE: 
'68 Epic. 11..195o  12dr . ' s~an, . . . . . I FULL  PRI (  
one 'whet  r : . -  
| " . . . . . , *  
67 OLDSMOBILE 
F"  2 dr' h't" bucket • "~ :::' ~ ' i  ! 695  °° seats, floor shift; V-8 automatic,., pwr.~ . . . .  
• steering and ~akes FULL .PR ICE , .  " 
:'1~'~ u " ~,i+.!,~- ",..:L . ,'--'~--~": .......  
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OUR OPINION 
Too few bars 
• B.C. liquor laws are enough to drive 
a man to drink -- at home. 
They are restrictive to the point of 
'. negating a pleasant time and herd 
people into huge, noisy beer parlors, 
or, as is the case In 
Ter race ,  into the one decent  lounge, or  
bar ,  in town. 
Here  it is s imp ly  a case  of too many 
people and to few p laces  to go, and  
some of these p laces  are  as cold and  
dour  as  our l iquor laws.  
Mind you, the door  has  opened a 
l i tt le.  Recent ly  the  dr ink ing  age  in 
B.C. was  reduced to 19 and  res taurants  
may,  if they can  manage a permi t  f rom 
st ingy Victor ia,  can now serve  wine or  
beer  with mea ls  seven days  a week.  
But what  is miss ing  in Ter race  are  
the adequate  number  of  cozy,  com-  
for tab le  bars  (or lounges) .  The only 
re lax ing,  cozy bar  in town, at  the 
Lake lse ,  is usua l ly  jammed with 
people and,  for  obvious reasons ,  ser -  
v ice is slow. Now we ' re  not b laming  
the barman or  barmiads .  There 's  jus t  
not enough of them in ra t io  to the 
number  of cus tomers  and  they  are ,  
f rank ly ,  overworked.  
The only other  lounge in town is 
about  as  cozy as  a goldf ish bowl with 
lights so bright they blind you. 
Then there;s the town's Only night 
club. And usually it's too packed wZien 
it opens on the weekends. 
Under B.C. law, only hotels are 
allowed to have bars and beer parlors. 
And this is governed by the number of 
rooms. .  
Terrace, and its bedroom suburbof 
Thornhill, has 17,000 people. 
Surely those hotels who now do not 
have cozy lounges hould cash in on the 
traffic. People do like to go out and 
there are many who find a beer parlor 
too noisy of a joint and prefer the 
lounge. 
Permission, of course, is up to the 
ttorney'general's department. But 
e owners of these hotels, we are sure, 
could capitalize on building a decent, 
restfull lounge. We believe there are 
enough people in this town to justify 
more lounges. A town of 17,000 with 
only two lounges and one weekend 
night spot is ludicrous. 
The license, we are sure, could be 
obtained through the liquor act, for the 
lounge-less hotels have enough rooms 
to warrent this. The cost of building 
and decorating these lounges would be 
more than offset by the patronage a
decent bar would bring. 
TERRACE HEPALD, TERRACE, B.C. 
"tlarvey, dear - did you know that this is Brotherhood Week when they ask for more 
• love, forgiveness, underslanding...' 
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. Angered Mill's ~ 
resident 
• ' , /  i , ,  \ 
" .TheEditor • I 
Terrace Herald 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dear  Sir: 
As one of the five sewerless 
families on Mills Avenue we feel 
it .is now our turn to stand up 
and be counted. 
We w.ould like to suggest that 
Mr.~ Botin make a public 
statement on the amount he 
• would require the municipality 
to pay for an easement tocross 
his property. 
It seems a little strange to us 
that while.council is trv i~ so 
hard to foree an individual to fill i 
in a "death trap," in one area of 
town, they will oust the Mayor 
• over the, Mills Avenue don- 
neybrook. • 
We would l ike to see the 
bulldozer. •filling in the 
municipal drainage ~ditch on 
Mills Avenue and allow Mr. 
Silva to build his much needed 
building. , ~ 
Sincerely, 
F. Dollemore 
Terrace 
FIRSTLINK 
Victoria .and Saanich 
Railway, connecting Victoria 
and Sidney, began Operations in 
1894. 
DRIVES SPIKE 
On November ~7, 1885, at 
Craigellachie, Donald A. Smith, 
later First Baron of Strathcona 
and Mount Royal, drove home 
the last spike in the Canadian 
Pacific Railway. 
U , ~ , H i  A i , m ~ m A  ~L' m 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Ulg |NI N . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .................................................... : : . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The low-down on grant 'Traffic hazard' 'Don't be conned' 
The l~ditor council agreed to contribute 20 The Editor "ordinary voting Joe". 
Terrace Herald per cent of.the total cost of any Terrace Herald The Editor . One of his pet targets has 
• Terrace,-B.C. local improvement water or Terrace, B.C. The Terrace Herald been the 20 per cent Municipal 
sewer line or any line con- terrace, B.C. Participation on water and 
Dear Sir: structed by a private individual Dear Sir: sewer lines outside sub- 
on a public road allowance. With all the emphasis been Dear Sir: divisions, which he would like 
b I was distrubed to read your In 1968, a local improvement 
b news story appearing in the by-lawcontaining this provision ' Wh • | • Feb.25th, issue and titled was passed "by council and 
~ O .~ ~ A ~ I J ~ ~  ~ . "Council moves to plug up approved for a contribution of 
qdP W' V' • • | | | ~ |  • dam". You told me when I 20 per cent by the municipality 
approached you personally, regardless of the size of the 
humanl t  h . o that Mayor Jolliffe supplied the water or sewer line. Since that 
Who is the victor in war. y w ose numbers nave now information for the article, time a number of lines have 
Elementary. The real victors are the leaped to 3.5 billion., what disturbs me is the fact been constructed imder the by- 
~rm~ m~,,,Fo,,, . . . . . . . .  .~ ,.^ _~,.___ there is an unwillingness to trust that you printed this story laws 
t . . . . . . . . .  . . - , . . ,~, . - -~,o  ,~.u m~ m~K~r~ "' . . . . . .  without co . . . . . . . . .  • • . . i nf oh~mios lo  o.,nh "~e rla~¢nlin.to ~. .4 mose  wno are  nob enure l  in nilrmlng me xacts or Tne incmue: 
n~ ~" ~ .... ~ ~ ~'~ ~?~ -~,/ . .~=-~ l~eemei~with One's~ie int. which. • cont~ctmg~, e  .~gl~le~ ~men .... l0 n~i~,ter.l~nea~ I i~way 
nap~,.~,,. .~.~.;. .~/:,  .::~,.,~.~ :.~.....~: ~. ,~ ~.~.~i .~ i~ ~ ' •~:~¢]~, ,~ . '~  , ~, . .tior~.eu i n . i t~A lm.os~:e ,ve~g "~A ~e~t~m)d:~n Halh~w~il A'v.e 6 
' ,1~ .~-' e " [ '~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ... ,,,..,,,,,,~..,.:,,,..,,,, r. ,..c. ~.~:.~.,~,r..v..,u,.~,,.x~,..t# ~,.,~,o,,,.~ , . , - . .  . . . . . .  .~ , ,  • ,.. . : ? . . . f~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ , .• . . . . • ,  • , . . .~a~n a ~me~can piano(o[.  :..~.e . . .  L~:=__ . . . . . . . . . . .  "~ in  the arhcle m.incorreot,  mehwa~rhnesunSouc~eAve.  
, he l i copter  is shot down in V ietnam or  u,~?,.,~c u~,~nvr~ nauons  nave erec~eu, outside of the quotes from Terrace St, Westview Drive 
T..~a~ th~ ~,,,,~ ,~,o,,,,~.~n~ . . . . . . . .  -_ rn i s  in turn means  that  the weanons minutes and one "rivate extensio • 
I , , , ,  . . . .  ¢~,o ~ lnoustr les  wnicn me werful nations rear  arUcxe made it appear Sewer mains were constructed 
""2~he v'Y"~?'- . . . . .  have  estab l i shed mustP°~e kept going that L.E. Pruden Realty and on Banner St., Westview Drive, 
y ~eea tne ~lames In ~outheast . . . . . . . . . . . .  • Thornhill Realty obtained Highway16 east and MeConnell 
oA~srla~., wh 'ch  appea~s l  to  l~le loss o! a l rc ra t  L tanks,  a ru l le ry  concessions from the Ave. below the bench. 
ln~ Wa[cv~ ~,uu~.~m ~.~ t be pleces,rocketsand other death-deahng municipality that were not In all of these projects the 
TT,,~to,~ t~ . . . .  ,~ o ~.__,.__, . . . . . .  arms all nelp to and new energy to the available to everyone and this is municipality contributed 20per 
. . . . . . .  ~,-,,~o, ,,, u.o.  v~,c~cu ~uum ambi t ious  muni t ions  manufacturers  not correct. Even the mayor's cent of the total cost, including 
V ie tnamese  get  into it deeper  and  ' explanation as to the intended the Halliwell Ave. extension. deeper. The expanding war in Southeast Asia 
purpose of the 20 per cent At this time subdividerswere 
has been called a "money war". How participation formula was in- required to pay all the costs President Nixon is now part of the true. correct. 
credibility gap. His advisors talk of involved in extending services 
"gaining objectives" when, infact, the The profit motive is sick, and I would like to bring you up to. to their proposed subdivision. 
munit ion makers  menta l ly  deranged date on the facts surrounding One private subdivider (not 
Amer icans  and South V ie tnamese  are  this situation so that this in. one of the Real Estate firms), 
being clobbered by little North Viet- as they watch casualties rise. In formation will be available to took advantage ofthis policy by 
nam and by Viet Cong irregulars who Southeast Asia, nearly 50,000 you if you print more un- getting the people across the 
are south Vietnamese fighting for American boys, a generation, have confirmed stories on the sub- street from his property to 
independence the end of a fascist, been killed. And for what. Many ject. petition council for a local 
dictatorial regieme, hundreds of thousands more have been A few years ago the council of imp~'ovement sewer line. 
the District of Terrace decided Although this was perfectly 
The Soviet  Union and  main land  cr ipp l ied  for life, some of them that they now had completed a legal, as soon as the line was 
China also cannot be absolved. Their physically and all of them mentally, basic water and sewer installed he  was able to sub- 
industry, too, grows the Southeast Asia They are fodder for the cannon, distribution system for the town divide with no further cost to 
And they come home to a s ick nat ion • (with the exception of one trunk him for the sewer service. 
sewer main) This system would To present further war and other nations begin spewing rife with violence and reaction; serve a population of up to manipulation of the policy and' 
isVi°lenceno b tter.back and forth. U.S. industry unemployment and overproduction; 2o,ooo people if fully utilized, to encourage more subdivisions 
In theWestern world, manufacturers strife in the ghettos and a growing loss Because of this they decided in town, councildecided in 1970 
of f reedom of speech and  a color less that the municipality would no to extend the 20 per cent for- 
must be pleased when they hear that in president, Richard Nixon, who claims longer construct water and mula to subdividers but only on 
sewer lines from general tax lines outside of or around the nearly seven years of fighting in the U.S. is winning a war it is losing, funds, but would ecourage, perimeters of the proposed 
Vietnam the U.S. has lost 6,592 aircraft Little North Vietnam has left Nixon residents inareas not serviced subdivision. costing $5.2 billion. And those figures 
which are at least six months old. and his advisors unbelievable idiots to construct the lines on a local A by-law was then drafted 
. ta lk ing about  s t ra teg ic  v ic tor ies  when improvement basis, and adopted by council. This 
They must be pleased, too, where their sons, the youth of American, are properties would pay for the wanting to subdivide. Arabs  and  I s ra l i s  shoot each ot s This would mean that these provisionis availabl  toanyone 
aircraft out of the skies, for to them it getting their asses kicked in. service received and other•. As it turned out, L.E. Pruden 
means  more  prof i t .  When, we ask in the name of God, taxpayers in the town would not ~ Realty was the first subdivider 
The tragedy is the unwillingness of will mankind attain the dignity needed, have to bear the load. to apply for the contribution 
the world's nations and of the great, instead of nuclear submarines and It was also realized that all after the by-law was adopted. 
powers and other affluent countries, rockets ,to achieve peace-or iented property in town would benefit Anyone lse can also apply if 
to some extent when these he wants to subdivide and the 
. - - organizat ions  not in teres ted  in prof it  or  services are extended as taxes ~ only limitation is the amount 
even Canada to some extent, to power politics, but in'a better life for would rise in the area served• budgeted in the yearly 
examine the long-range problems of all men? To incorporate this fact municipal  budget for this 
~ . purpose. 
If the funds are ali used up in Socia I conscience 'Raps school d is t r i c t ' '  any one year ot  want to supplyand councilmore funds,d°es 
The Editor a subdivider Could wait and 
Terraee Herald . apply the following year when a 
A. Toronto newspaper columnist ~,usinessmen seem to have a double Terrace, B.C. ?! ne~v budget is drawn. 
.wrote recent ly that business is standard, live two lives, have two DearStr: " l h°pe this letter ~'vill clear up 
any misunders tand ings  devoting an unusual amount Of time to codes of ehtics. Would it not be a reasonable regarding this contribution 
finding out if it has a social restart. As private men they may be up- idea to have one someone formula. 
sibility, what it is, and how it should be standing, oral, leaders in church and responsible from the School exercised. I would also like to point out 
District early in the morning in • that beforea local'improvement 
community, but in their approaclr to bad weather or heavy snow in. water ~or ~ sewer line can be 
The amazing thing is that such a business are often callous and roferenee to schocls and school proceeded with at the request o f 
question should even arise. That dehumanized and any business b~ses? 
. . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  i • •. residents in 'an area, at least economic exports should be consulted behaviour, whether dishonest, corrupt doesn't~v~ryunekno . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  m so eonmee~ an~ two-thirds of the land owners to 
as they were, is even more revealing, or not is legitimized and justified in the their youn~t~rs~u[ mar sen? . be served by the line. must 
If social responsibility nleans a duty name of p ro f i t . .  • . . . .  • house between 6'45 and ~ petition" council to Construct i .', 
and obfligation to act in the best in- Exploitation of people dueto  profit , , -  , . . . . .  I!-,h^ ~;,-',- . . . . .  '.._ i Thisalsoappl iedtothepceple 
..,,..,,, ,o,A ,.~ u,~tu,,ceoz up served by the Hailiwell Ave teres ts  of•people, it 'should be: in- f i r s t  and Our materialistic age in to two miles to some of these .. . . / .  • ~ "~ 
separable from all business tran- general prove it. • b,n'~m,= nne ann mey were reformed of 
• - -  . . . .  " "  " the C0stsinvolved and the size sactions, that is i f  honesty and concern Let s fact it,. in our .competitive The man on th~ radio.doesn't of' ~e:i line at the time. they 
haveany idea whiit the situation petltibded, " ' 'i .::.. " . forh .uln..an.s i.eeme first. But eye ,one  society the ~ profit motive~ i s  an i:in~ in/leach ..and~;evory district ' :  .Hop[~gthis may clear.,up 
nmows tna¢ prone comes first. :~i flexible, impersonal force a ~var ~th  
Bmdness has  the power  to c/~rb.,  social  responsib i l i ty ,  ~Gi~i~l~ng .hands som~oneWlth°ut inl no ifleati0n- f rom. uthor i ty ,  . someofthemisunderstandings.:•,. ~. ~ ~ . 
control and  humanize profit but Often. .are needed to  i Curb, ~Olitrot and Peggy Phoenix Yours~truiy, / •~, 
fails/~/to do  so. Indeed many ~ humanize i t . .  ~;/i "- . ' '! ~ ~' .'. : (A ld~n) .~L loyd  ~ Johnstone Thornhill. , ~ 
, ~ Terraee 
put on the potential hazards to everyone to believe is a 
We all appreciate hat you are deliberate move by Council, and 
children of the ditch situation on trying very hard to produce an some members of Council in 
Mills Avenue and the Silva's interesting and readable paper, particular, to give preferential 
excavation, I would like to point but I sumbit hat you win have treatment to certain business 
out two facts• Both these to temper your eagerness with a .firms in town. 
existing dangers are well known bit more sobriety of you hope to In the case, Mr. Editor, you 
to the concerned parents, be a success, have been an excellent tool at 
secondly they are stationary. You always say that ,you do his disposal because you seem A much greater and moving 
hazard exists w i th  the not make the news but only to haveswallowed the tale hook 
deplorable traffic situ~ti.0t~ in report the news. This pro- line and sinker and have not 
Terrace. Last.  wee~ : !~his r~suHp°ses"!that~|y°u Jknow!!Jwbat :, •only cast a shadow on six other 
":-rle~s~i~.i'=qub¢~: ~". t .t~ment ~ "the' new~ i ~is"hef°t'~',~Y ou' /~n elocted officials( I wonder how 6 
. . . . . .  ' . . . . .  ~-~ ~ . . . . . . . . . .  ~repert i : In. other, words~ if .you ,paopleeahalwaysbewrOng and 
• made by the Mayor ~a~ the like the 'politically slanted onealwaysright?) butyouhave 
large trucks were • not to use statements of someone like Mr. condemned without a hearing 
secondary roads for travel. Jolliffe, no onewill blame you, some of your newspapers 
With the completion of the because it does make rather Customers. 
Sande Overpass and the interesting reading even if it is 'resultant Greig Avenue access I do not mean to condemn you 
biased; however, at the same with this letter, Mr. Editor, but 
trucks of all sizes and fime, you should make sure that ealy to eaution you to rise above 
description have turned Greig you are On firm ground by the political fever of the 
Avenue into an arterial highway basing your articles on bard moment and assess Just bow 
between Emerson and Clinton cold facts. 
Streets. 
The danger I see is that if you 
This heavy traffic is, to say accept politically slanted half- 
the least, disturbing to the truths as the "news" then you 
guests of the three hotels becomeonly a pawn in someone 
concerned mainly due to the elses game instead of the 
indiscriminate and unnecessary "impartial reporter" that you 
use of their Jocabs Bi'akes. would like to be. 
Noise pollution. 
The bridge situation has for 
some time encouraged a 
dangerous situation by turning 
Lakelse Avenue between Kalum 
and the Legion into a drag strip. 
Thernhill bound traffic rushes 
to beat each other to the bridge 
and lights and downtown bound 
I could give you many 
examples of where I think you 
have fallen into this trap but one 
article on page 9 of the Feb.25 
paper entitled "Council moves • 
to plug up Dam" is a prime 
example. 
This article gives the "ira- 
much support you can give to 
one point of view without 
seriously offending many other 
points of view. 
I agree with you that 
reporting the news is your job, 
so please, do find out what the 
facts are before you report 
them. 
Sincerely 
(Aid.) Edna Cooper 
Terrace 
traffic seem compelled to pression" that council has set 
up a $10,000 fund to assist only [p  
satisfy their aggressions over Pruden Realty and Thornhill H e  
thebridge hold-up by staging an Realty. "This is eomthletely . 
impromptu race with anyone ,untrue but is exactly what Mr. thers  ' 
willing to rotate their tires and Jolliffe would like the poodle of O 
foolish enough to comply. Terrace to believe. Anyone who 
Pedestrians are these drivers has heard Mr. Jolliffe on CFTK, These thoughts were written 
unconscious prey. Furthermore CBC, or has read any of his by a 10 year-uld Terrace Girl 
the lack of courtesy shown by statements o this .paper will Guide: 
most drivers is not coming to a recognize that he is trying to A Guide, 
complete stop when someone create the image of saving the Willing and cheerful 
• enters their portion of a road "peopl~e of Terrace" fr6m these Lending a hand, 
corsswalk is appalling. ' terrible ogres "Th~ Council," Happy, obedient, and trusted 
In point of fact;'nine out of 10 "The Rotary Club", The _ a friend. 
will, if they do stop, block tile Chamber of Commerce", The 
crosswalk completely in order' "Arena Assoc" the •"Real 
'to get the jump on the next guy WORE SANDALS 
Estate Firms," "Mr. Botin," In ancient Egypt, ruling 
in their mad rush through town. "the Board of Variance" and groups, priests and the wealthy 
indeed anyone else that he wore sandalsofplaitedpapyrus 
Terrace,Bernice FrankumB.C. claims is threatening the or. leather. 
• L. 
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Tea.and coffee instead? . . ,  'Ipai.ephe~'ni/a.,..: ",: ., 
• Nobig blast,with streaining'+ ; " Shows h lank of+pollcY. he' 
banne~; :Hbbons; h0rns and. '  ! sayti, i '~ .. i. ..., ~ +. =, + . .  
balltons,'n~ tomentionasea :,', :.Amid + the  imerrymakers,  
of placards? , + - ' . ":~ Prank and.his +friends Will.sip 
Aw, come0n Frank...you're i' : tea~. and (. eoffeee .~in... ;the +. Skeena,,. In fact, • take a hip 
putting uson! " ~ inev!table." and ;;nume'rous ":.i flask of whiskey wit iyou and 
An old woodsman like you? ' ~.Sp!t~it~..r~ms..whi.ehlar~ : sneak,it nto +y0,r -coffee. 
Has Frank Howard, whowe ! : m enecG zraps using oooze as Frank II never notice: 
have :glowingly called our a lure :to eult ivate a vote, i Now this isn t the..Skeana 
"Logger-statesman" fo r .  p/'ovi.ding..the vo~.'is:so+ber; ~ F rank 'who logged +this 
• Skeena appears to, have. enougn, .tlne. new:  aay- .  to . co~ntPv,~ ~i~, ,a  ~m, o;,+i 
succumbed to the mysterious .', ' . . . . . .  ' ' - ' - "  "- " ' ° "  . . . . . .  " "  . . . .  remember..tbe wi ld promisea ' coidd Swear with the best!of 
ways of the East: Ottawa, to / '  made, the:night before and them' This isn't the man the 
• be Precise. ~ : ' I i  pinching ~ lady delegate from.! ' wnrker ,..~Koa o,,~o..,~,~+ 
'SOMBER FRANK, "~ ~p i t ,  Saskatchewan, in:the" '~.'so~l~l sho~l]'d"e'rs'wi~ ~""'-'"~" 
'We wonder now if ~e  butt:+ ~ i + ~': .  • '+ E ,~T+~m.~,  ~ 
shouldn, t :calllhi,.m, "So.be~! " ,~ "": !' NO.BOOZE: ~ . .~_-.  .TheEast'~+ha's'~o'~c'+h+a,'~,rank. 
P~ranK+ , ~ or Howglum . ,~w, I :come .oli~ it, e'ranK.. Can :this sua~,e, debonair a~id 
,~,owarq, o r .maybe even!, an y.~ay'.wlm nas attenaeoia smooth pol i t ican;,  be .."the 
~Keena s somoer MP" . .~ ' -  poJ idcat convention Knows.. ~ed indivld-a,~e,~h,,~,~i,,+ 
You see, Franks serious that, i serious .matters.  on  ' to+~ "at  hm,~"+ w,h+',t io 
ph~e~ktih.oa~n struck On the eve o f  s~oad~lYtedand'; s . . l~e~ 'ai+e ' loggerl the m'die:ski~'eT,; ~e 
hal New Democratic ~ m private .states sawmill Worker,.thepulp mill 
• employee, the guy in the 
alumimnn smelter and the 
Leadership Convention in 
Ottawa in April, 
Whild backer of the o ther  
aspirants are boozingi 
singing, botel.ro0m bopping, 
screaming, •+ranting land 
raving, H.oward's camp Will' 
probably resemble a mor .  
• ticians convention amid  the 
usual politiC+al.circus. '~ 
We were, to.~put it mildly, 
s0mewhat-shociied at Frank's 
behav'iour. ' 
What's a convention wi~out 
booze and r iba ldr f  ' ~' 
whilethe regular delegates are 
getting pixolated and wooed 
• by  the polit ician's chosen 
public relations n'i.e~ i :': 
iBut F ra~ •.says that in 
• addjtiop_; by' the use of  such 
h0spJtality suKes, there is  a 
'presumption that delegates 
will and  ea~ ibe swayed by  
liquor. ~ 
i Lips that ioueh booze will 
never touch mine, Frank is 
saying. :+ . r k 
But he's right. Old bubbly 
, has Won many.a erucialvote 
even if the voting delegate 
• doesn't know alow tariff from • SERIOUSNESS ' ' 
F ° ~ " rank, m a press release, • a high tide in Prince Rupert. 
says it's aii in  the name. of . ' " 
seriousness. - ' GASSED DELEGATES . 
His premis? It's a s~rious ++ Frank shrugs off the fired 
business picking a leader, he " and not-se-blue me~od of 
says, and "very  serious gassing the delegateswith a 
matters shoul~'t  be con-"• statement that, " I th ink this 
sidered in a circus-type at.i " presumption is highly in- 
mosphere." . suiting to delegates and I have 
So, say~ Skeena Frank, his no intention of engaging inthis 
supporters a re  goirig . to practice." .. • 
refrain from prep+iring la rge•  But there will be rooms 
numbers of posters, placards, availablefor discussion, says 
hats, buttons, ribbon a(n'd the 
• * k 
Tipplers  + 
There's an Australian song 
that's'called "The Pub With No 
that may be  
on the tninds of delegates. 
L ightrefreshments such as 
.'coffee .and tea l  will •be 
iavailab~le there.'+'. i+ , __  
Take heed. dezegutes from 
' fishermen of the north ~nast? 
Remeber' us, Frank? We're 
a ~ bayd-liv, ing, -hard-drinking 
I~n~..we. re~e people of;the 
north,+ .+ ' • .." ," 
. Easterners , .  part iculal ' ly 
those Torontoniaas, are i.eally 
a glum loL They just sip their 
manhattan's ormartini's, talk 
about he stock marketlor the 
subway extension, wear 
Brooks Brother.'+; clothes and 
• sneakinto bars as if watching 
a topless dancer was a sin. 
Now we're still hanging in 
there, Frank. Perhaps you can 
' .make a. good leader. 
. But remember your people, 
the people of the Skeena and 
come on off your high horse. 
• ' We're the polygot of people 
who sent' you to that big 
parliament out there in 0t- 
tawa to be a champion of the 
north and the rugged people 
who you represent. No +ban- 
nets? No booze? 
Just what is your game 
our Frank,."where we Can. now?• '. ' 
t ipp led  elsewhere 
brew,' :or buy, the more ex- RCMP spokesman. " 
pensi,~% stuff in  thelounge. -'+ + . . . .  
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m as s + +,+ mocc  ' . ! 
Walk .a mile in my moc- Federat ion 'and the} Indfan 
Damns....: . ' .  " Homemakers Assoclati~. y . '
The Resources for Native SETUP:FUND .: 
~Pr0gress Associaffon wil l  TheB.C Assocetim of non- i 
sponsor a three.day marathon status Indians will use their 
walk to raise funds, +,+ share to establish a speclsl fund i 
:. Prince Rupert is expected to  for.:+•assistlng university and i 
be one canter f0r+ the Moccasin senior high students to'complete 
Ylles walk. i " ~ : ,  ; : • their studies, to a gradnatiun ,~ 
~)0ther '  walks+*are planned for level. . . . :  ; *:'~. .: . P 
-'V+incouverl Victorla, Pr ince : AnyonelWi~ing ~ donate to i + 
George, Kamloops,, Dawson j the fund should Write::Box 8746, i, 
Creek and Williams Lake, Postal Station A,-Va,couver. il 
INMAY . . . . .  .• ('., ' [~ 
: The Vancouver marathon will GET: IN  sTEP' • ,' 
~g in  a t  7:a.m. May ' I4  and 
continue mitilT p.m. May16. It .The, swit~..h.'to the metric ! 
~ill fo]10wi' a' circular route i system is inevitable and the i 
through Langley, Abbotsford, 
Mission, Haney and back to 
Vancouver. ' "- 
Tbe0ther walks are still in the 
~lanni stages, 
Funds raised will go toward 
three Indian organizations-the 
North American Indian 
Brotherhood, the Southern 
Vancouver Island Tr ibal  
working out the mechaniea .for i 
the change,- which, wil l -take a ' ,  
g reatdea l  of time, effort and 
money, the closer Canada will il 
be to getting in  step with  the 
majority of tbe : ' .wor ld ' s '¢otm-  
t r ies  and many.  of-@its 
customers . - -Swi f t  Cur rent '  
(Sask . )  Sun  : . • 
.Q.allty P ntln --g 
,, see . J  
i 
fast servlee ,+.Jo+" 
BOOKLE'I~ O al~NU • TICK31WII 
• LETTERHEADe • eNVlB .Opma ( I  
MENUU • SNA~OUlIJ• 
• S lTATEMENTI I  • . I IU jBTNm + l ~ l ? z  
m.Yz~ • .u=mr+a c~.m~.  
RUI la l r l l  aTAMPI I  "MADe TO~C)RD 
t . ,n,  ~z~.  ~nmmcE;' D.C.~ 
!.TS+ TOUGII., +.TREAD.DING + for Puss as she inches Tu----esda~ mornl--ngf-Bu~t the weatherma--"-'--"~ ] . , '  : ~ .. PHONa e35,3024 • I 
ventures mroogn '~Ixesaay s snow m "~nomhill. says spring IS  just around the corner Staff I t i / ' i ~  w~'c~ c~.~ AT YOUR ~FIIIGII OR eHOP[ 
Puss and the Pest of us, woke un to a hea-ln+, 24 -hoto  - -  j ;  M . .  TO DIICUIII A l l .  YOUM PIRINTINa NM • 
• r I "  b i "  • 
. I I - - r -  l i I _/ J . . . .  [ 
Newboss named/l ST.  SaCraL +I 
Choice of 8 oz. or 12 oz. " 
top sirloin with 
+ Crisp green salad 
+ Baked potato (, r 
+ Sour cream and buffer 
+ Spumoni ice cream for dessert 
PR ICE  $3.00 and  $4.00 
Take  out  p i zza ,  rav io l i ,  and  spaghet t i  
i I +HOURS: S:30 P .M. .  I A.M. WEEKENDS 4 P .M. .  3 A.M. 
Licensed-Wine chilled to perh)ction. 
.+ ••  . 
The Yel lowhead In- 
t 'e rprov ine ia l  H ighway 
Association has announced the 
appointment of E.B. "Ted"  
Sample as Executive Director. 
He succeeds Reg. C. Easton, 
who will become assiStant to the 
President. 
Terrace iS located on <the 
~keean s~ti.o_n.pf the routo." 
• George . A. MacDonald, 
President of the association, 
paid tribute to the many years 
of dedicated service rendered to 
Board of Directors were looking 
forward to working with Mr. 
Sample, long-time resident of 
Saskatchewan, who joined the 
Association las t  June in 
membersbip sales and 
promotion. Sample outlined 
the key .objectives of the 
Association for 1971 which in- 
clude the seeking of federal 
reeagniation and support of the 
highway; the broadening of the 
membership .base to include 
FEATURING GARY MOBERG 
Enterlainment 6 nights a week. 
Shows at 8, 9, & 11 p.m. 
• " I  wouldn't Want his king-size .associat members in order to 
Beer." The Lakelsepubwasordered hangover the next day." he" the "Yellowbead" by .Easton, accommodate  in teres ted  l I ~ - _- -"  _ _ -~  . - - : | 
;~BuL it had a Terrace ,flavor ,:padlockedMonday Tuesday and addol . . . . . .  * who first traveled the route in communities not located on the [ i • UL~' I " - I I I  ~ I I I  - - _  - _  _- _ -- ~ I I  ~ | 
u ..ea.r.l[?rthi~ wee.k)..-, . . . .  , , ,  LWednesday after, the hotel was The.  incident occureda  re,., ' 1946 before a mad existed, 'and :'aetua]'~0~lte- the activation of a I "1'. . . . . . .  i I+nn l  • ~.  ~+~NL ~.~,+1,t~,,¢,+~,!~1  I ~ - l i~  I - I i~+k]~ | 
+/found .the' doors .to the.. pub beer to an.intoxicated pers0n.. 'appeal andwas.ordered, closed. . - . . . . .  ' . o vocal supporter since mat and'redoubled'.efforts to have | l  ~. - : . -_ _ _ - :,.| - -_ -__ - + i ~ | l ~  J 
• locked.and had. to drown their • ' .  "He (the drunk) was in'pretty 1 "" ~e hotel's lounge, howe~,er, Z~acDona id  said that th  *current publications and maps ~|  3208 KALUM . . . . . . . . . . . . .  | 
sorrow-, in some other hotel's rough shape, commented an remained open. . . . .  - _e  
I I  . . . . . .  + / • ++ 
MIDWE+ST M!0B+I++iLE ,Hi0MES LTD. 
+,  "*  
• - ., • 
- -"  .~.i" +~ 
• • . . .+ . .  
• .+*  : . ,  . . . .  
"Francbl~di'. D+alers fo r  + 
" . . . .  + '~. ' . . .  + , . - .  - .  
+ . ; ,+ . i  Parkw00d 
+ Paramount 
:k l  Homestead  
1 Mar iner  + 
• : +; J * McGuinnes  
" ' ~ ' ' L  ' " "  " 
" ' ,  . . 
• . + "+ 
: J '  + . + +  
+, ,  
- + 
;~+ . _ 
++ 
~ , f  See 
Midwest  Mob i le  Homes 
manager ,  about  the  new 
concept  L in iuxury  mobi le  home 
- . '+  
• . ,  . . .  
, ~L -  , 
1 
1 ' Al l  units  made i :B.C.(~: i+ :. 
, ., • . . . . ,  , + , , 
'. . . . . . . . .  - :; *: " - ' :~+: I 
" "  r " '+ • . 
on ' mob i l  Some ' , For lqual l ty d comfort in e s 
• ,X  . _ '+ ' /  , 
1 • . r +~' '  d ' " ' . . ' " S e  e ' + ~ 
. . . . . . . . .  + - "  / " + . , ' i ;  +,'I 
l i v ing ,  Fu l ly  exper ienced ,  
he ,s  eager  to serve  you .  
Drop  ,by  M idwest ,  today .  
SPECIAL 
12 x 62  3 Bedroom 
Paramount  
Complete ly  fu rn i shed ,  Why pay  $13,000.007 
our  Sale Price 
+!I ~ I  .- '8,99S.00 
We' l l  put  th i s  un i t  on any  lot . ~ i i  +'. .Ib ~E/+.+;'+,,. . 
. .  . .+-  
+, +~, 
with in  100 mi les ,  hook up water  
and power ,  sewer  and  heat  fo r  
• On ly  $89.95 
: . .  %."  
'+/++~+~' +ik1| I - - - -  +':++~/ ........ - + 
. .+. .  +!#l~I r  
OUR MIDWEST DEALERSHIPS" : : :  +`+.++ i 
TH ROUGHOUT.  WESTE RN CANADa: I f  7 '~, 7.;~,,/: '( 
i : / / i  Di<i h p ' [1 ~+ J: d '++.+"  : "  ++m :1  ,+ ~ 
,-, , , , , , ' ,~)+;  . . . . .  : ! . ,  .~+p 
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A SUPER-VALU 
IAWAI IAN HOLI DA 
v ia  CPAir 
' I 
. , • , ' , .  ~' 
P ' J , J ~ , ~  - __  __  
HAWIIAN 
CONTEST 
- KITIA 4T 'TERRACE A ' 
Take a Winter  b reak  - add a touch of tropical magic to your  cold weather  menus  wi th  1 COUpI E. FROM T" -  R EA AND A i HOUSI ] .CITIN4INCLu~ ES:J~AWII~'~'" HOLIDAy"- WIN AN ..EX _" these appet iz ing,  economlcal . . features.  Super Va lu  us decked out l lke an Island in the sun I aN AREA W~L ,S...M. ITHERs " 
-a  tropucal paradnse of  bargains and Hawai ian  par ty  features,  .~  TtfAT 
PACIFIC 
Canned Mi lk  
NABOB 
n eapple J ui, 
2 =7 5 ¢ 
LIBBYS 
Fruit  Cockta i l  
Accomodation at a famous Waikiki Hotel 
H 
"k  :$100 '00  Expense Money 
"k  Air Flight via C P Air 
3 5 5 ¢ 
CARNATION NABOB HUNTS . ) 
FROZEN FRENCH FRIED ~itSpi~iPipnilim REGULAROR 
• .v~. .  F,.~ ~.,.° PEACHES ! .o~ ~o ~.~ 
Shoestring SLICED OR HALVES _TELEPF/oN~.~.. NAME, - .  
4:: 89' 2 : Sl 89 - - I '  
• " " E""~LU STORE 
. oz. co.'rEst CLOSEs WINNERs wu,,^..!MARCH 27 
A'"IuUNCED MAR~H 
HEINZ I SNOFLAKE 
Tomato  Juice l Shor ten ing  
21/  :.N89 
McCORMICKS 
• BLOSSOM MALLOW 
Biscuits 
NABOB 
Whole Kernel  
* G~V'T  INSPECTED ~) 
Frozen Tray Pack 
Cut  up ~; 
ST EWnNG  
FOWL 
i [. 
¢ 
CORN 
• : , '  , 
5, 14°z 1.001 
k~ Fresh Hawai ian  j ALL FLAVOURS 
- -~~,~, '~VS~ ~ NABOB 
I Je l ly  Powders  
pn P nea le I 6 °:49 
59 c r "Ladles, For Your 
, r Trip"- 
pa r Nylons yasr 
/ , d k l  ' ,  
m.l ,,ira 
Lb. 
KRAFT 
~RICES EFFECTIVE:-',, . i' . ,  ~ 
, , ' J ~:'n: ,l ~, ' :~2)  r : ,  ~ NF O ' * ; 
Thurs. Frn. & Sat. : : :: 
March 4 ,5  &::6;~ ~ 
WE RESERVE,THE RIGHT TO I~iMIT QUANTITI 
. .  . i I 
' MACARONI & CHEESE - 
Dinners From ~ Super-Valu 
. In-Store Bakery  
7, s1.00 Hawaiian 
i 
MAPLE ,LEAF Dream 
Canned Cake. ...... : .5 ;  
Hams pineapple 
Je l ly  1 .59  ,i¢ 11A s .149  no,,s~ ......... ~ 
. . - -  _ - -  ~ ~ - _ . - _ _ ~ .  
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F E E U RFAM reLY FOR LES 
OURCOMPUTER MEAL  PLANNING PROGRAMIWILL  S " O W I[''''~'''' ~ "[ yO U " ' ' HOW ' ' ' ~ ' " ' '  " ] 
FREE at SUPER, VALU "3O DAY COMPUTERIZED~... MENU PLAN"  
: -.. ~ - ; ',~ . 
NOW YOU CANPLAN MEALSTHAT ARE NO'I': :,: 
ONLY VARIED :AND I .APPETIZING, . . .BUT 
,' SPECiAI: :bY,~AILORED TO'YOUR BUDGET/  
ALL YOU DO IS SELECT 'A  :'30 DAY COM- 
: .PUTERIZED ME'NU •PLAN FROM THE .• 
SPECIAL DISPLAY- AT SUPER-VALU.~.. IT .. 
G IVES YOU MENUS,  RECIPES 'AND SHOP. 
PING .HINTS .... PICK THE ONE .THAT IS 
DES IGNED FOR YOUR SIZE OF 
FAMILY. I . . ,FOR YoUR "SIZE OF BUDGET 
LIBBYS " :'~ . . . . .  
TOMATO - J :U  I "C  E .... :.. 2 i,,o 719, 
BANQUET-FROZEN 
DINNER-S 
HEINZ 
TOMATO SOUP 
SU PE R-VALU 
AND YOU'RE  ONYOUR WAY TO BIG FOOD 
SAVINGS ~:: "~ 
THESE ECONOMY MEAL  ~ IDEAS HAVI  
BEEN COMPUTER DE~;IG-NEDI'TO ISU IT  
YOUR SPECIFIC NEEDS AND THE MENU 
DISPENSER~:UNIT AT YOUR SUPER-VAI ,  U 
• MAKES IT EASY .TO,SELECT THEONE THAT' 
• * ~i: ~i~i~i ~ : ~ii SUITS  YOUR NEEDS• : . .i: 
• CHICKEN 
• BEEF• .SAL ISBURY 
• TURKEY -.~ 
• MEAT LOAF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : .~ i .~  . . . . .  n OZ. PKG.  
BEANS & PORK 
I@l@le@@@'l@l@O 
KRAFT PARKAY 
MARGARINE .................. 
53 ¢ 
8 99  ¢ 10 oz  TI NS '~ 
2 ,oz57¢ 
3 ..99 ¢ PKG. 
L IBBYS 
[] OVEN FRESH BAKERYI 
CORNMEAL 
Ra is in  Bread  ,~ , ,  oz.£. g ¢ 
, - - -  LV  q /~Id~ 
FLOUR 
Scones ............... DOZ. 49* 
RASBERRY & LEMON 
• ,m"  - -  , , - "  B ~ e  
HUNT'S FEATURES 
HUNTS 
' , ,  *L ' "  , . 
& BEAUTY AIDS 
AQUA NET - 3 VARIET IES  
Hai r  Spray  ..... ,0oz. TIN 79  ¢ 
FREE & LOVELY 
Shampoo. .  . . . .  ,~,oz. BTL. 89  ~ 
NOXZEMA-ROLL.ON 
Deodorant  ,,~ oz. ,TL .  49 ¢ 
PLAYTEK-REG. OR SUPER 
Tampons  ..... :...,,F~. 49  ¢ 
FOODS 
' '  ' - •m • 1 ~ 14 OZ. ~ ¢  DELNOR*PIC A PAC WHOLE 
IN TOM.  • 14 OZ. ¢ manwlcn  bauce  TIN ~ 2-LB ¢ 
HUNTS Baby Car ro ts  .... ~K~. 95  
Tomato  Sauce,,~ oz. TIN15 ¢ 
RUPERT COD" . . . . .  i . 
HUNT'S • • ' "14 OZ. ¢ 
Tomato  Paste  2 ?,o:.37 ¢ F ,sh  S t ,cks  ........ P~G. 63  
HUNT'S YORK- POLLY CHOPPED , 
' 11 OZ ¢ " e 2-LB. 
Tomato .  Catsup  ,L.' 23  Brocco l ,  ................ p.. 65  ~ 
! 
' NESCAFE :" INSTANT COFFEE ,0 oz. ~AR1.75 PARSLEY FLAKES .A%o: 49  ¢ i 
• " " " ; oz ¢ ~ '  OrangeCrysta l sTA ,2  pK~ 89  ChoColateBarSNEiLSONS~n'~89¢i 
GOV'T  INSPECTED CHOICE GRAIN FED FLOUR FIVEROSES lOEAoS1.15LB' GLEN ',OZ 
APRICOTS VALLEY 4 T,NS'89¢ ! 
LEG-O-PORI  p* '  ¢ 
Serve  hot or cold 
TEA NABOB I'LB. 1~ LB.~mJF(: GREEN LABEL PKO 1 .11  pKo...1,,' 
S O U P  M I X  LIPTONS ONION ~J)2  ENV. J .41~:  OR C.,C~EN , PKG. ~,= 
CHEESE SLICES MA,LE ~ OZ.,,n¢ LEAF ~IPKG. '7 '~  
CRACKER BARREL MILD 
*T~ oz. ~ ¢  
Cheddar  Cheese  PKg.,,, 
ACCENT BRINGS OUT ' OZ. 93  ¢ 
FLAVOR . . . . . . . . . . .  . ,  PKG. 
CEREAL CNEE,,o, . . . . . . .  ,, oz. PKg. 53  ¢ 
HEINZ 
SOUP MIX  c,,CKE, a,oz. 1 .00  NOODLE "~" PKGS 
REG OR" QUICK 
• PANTRY TUNA FLAKESsNELP 2 'TI,s°Z" 69~ 
TEA BAGS REO~L . . . . . .  ,o.. FKQSI 49  ¢ '~ 
RICE DELTA LO, GRAIN 4 LB. 
. . . . . . . .  ~,..s9,j 
DILL P ICKLES HICK'S - oz.~n¢ : 3-VARIETIES JAR ~I~'~F , ' 
DOG FOOD~°.::..; .... :2~':z'23~ i
CHOCO'ATE ""*'" °"'" ........ : LB. TIN 85  ~ 
SHREDDED WHEAT ;,~'o'~ °45  ¢ 
• : WHOLE ~ OR HALF  L!  Easy slicing 
21OZ.  ¢ ~.A I~ J~qP PREM 8 9 ~: Cream of Wheat PKO. 39 ''''"'LUNCHEON . . . . . . . . .  VIVA ' ,OZ.T , "  59 '  BLADE OR : ; ~I.;':' L I B" Y S R S O ,NTOMSAUCE .140Z I . ¢  F ITALL  OR , 
sHORT RIBS REMOVED . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . : . . . . ! . . . : LB , ; ,  i Kidney  BeanSFLEISCHMANS~I T INSqO PANTI 'HOSE O IST INCT IVnP~id .47  
CORN OIL $ 
• " ~,, PAPER TOWELS,  RO-L PKO. 55*  .... OOV'TINSPECTED l '~ ' ' ' i ' i~  I :~ : :~ ~ MARGARINE ~.,LD.P.. 1.23  • ,~, . 
BEETS LIBBYS SMA.~ w.oLE 4"  ozan, BA  IVORY 
T INS. . ' .  • R S O A P  PERSONNAL . . . . . . . .  ..4.RS45¢ 
• " SIZE 
•. NABOB PUDDINGS ~"'NUTE a,oz• ~n¢ n©TCn~-Eu~ ARCTIC Fow" '1 '89  
- I r  PKGS.~Ip ' I  m a ~ i / i l l ~ V l ~ l l  I . . . .  ; . .  •KING SIZE 
The Freshest Under i Sun 
OKANAG,~N FANCY GRADES ~ - , ,  ,~:: , ,  ~ 
RED DELICIOUS GOLDEN OELICIOUS~.~:~ .::•~;•X,:;ii~,!{i,:~/~!i•~ ;;b~:.,:;/: 
BOLOGNA "BY THE PIECE" 
GOV'T INSPECTED CANADA.CHOICE CANADA GOOD 
LEG-O-LAMB 
, -  . . . .  . ' o .. . 
.GOV'T INSPECTED "WILTSHIRE . . . .  '" "i?'7'" - . : *"~, : GOV'T INSPECTED. 
DINNER, ...-' ,.,~:,-.; i.*.. ::. :~:!'J~.MAPLE LEAF FEATURES 
SAUSAGE T-LB. OKB. 59 '  SKINLESS 
OOV~'TINSPECTEDMAPLBLEAF:.* t . :  !~'i',';,,' ~ W E I N E R S  , -LB .  PKG. 59* 
COTTAGE SLICED SIDE ~.A:~E- 2
ROL,  :,w~t~o , .  69~ ~,-~: : SACO.:  :.. , . . . ' . .85 '  
.......... ,.:..,.• ....... . : . . . . . . ' , : : . . . . . .  Lb .  
GOV'T INS ,ECTED 7 1 ' 9 , "  ¢ 
"AUSTRALIAN" lb. 
FROZEN . . .  
coNSUMER 
WEEK IN 
CANADA 
8UPER.VALU ' CO.OpIIRATINO 
WiTH ' THE CONSUMERS' 
ASIlOclATION OF, CANAOA 
CANADA APPROVED 
COD " .: : , ,  .~ .  ~;,,~ ; SL ICED S IDE oEVo.:'! : .  • 
FILLETS/:' ~ ,LB 59~!~' : ' :  ,' BACON ,.. ",LB. PX ; : ? : :75  ¢ 
.. ., , .  , 
; . .  • c J 
PRICES EFFECT IVE:  
39¢ 
PPLES 
CAL IFORNIA  
RHUBARB 
WE RI 
'L 
'; . . . ' .  
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BY I  OEN X. 
Mr. and Mrs. R.J. Brown an~l 
Debbie and Allan of Smithers 
were visitors in Terrace over 
the past weeks and visited with 
many of their friends. 
++++++ 
Rod Ellison of Smithers pent 
a couple of days in Terrace this 
week. 
++++++ 
Mrs. A. Beaumont is visiting 
in Prince George this week. 
++++-}-+ 
The Band Parents 
Association hove to see many 
people at their dance 
planned for March 5 in the 
Terrace Civic Centre. Funds 
raised are to be used for the 
Band to travel to Victoria and 
other Coastal points this year. 
Tickets can be purchased at the 
Co-op Courtesy Booth. 
++++-t -+ 
The Scouts of the 4th Terrace 
Troop traveled to the Hot- 
springs on Friday to enjoy 
swimming for the evening. 
++++++ 
R. Kerr and Mrs. Chinn spent 
Tuesday in Smithers visiting 
the Northern Training Centre. 
++++++ 
Mr. and Mrs. H. Jefferson 
visited in Kitimat over the 
weekend. 
Happy Birthday greetings are 
being sent out to: Geoff Olson, 
Milne Harder, Jerry Tetrault, 
A. Beaumont, Ken Harder, 
Jamie Koopmans and P. 
Nelson. 
+ + + + + +  
Mrs. Stan Hudson, Jr. has 
returned home from Mills 
Memorial Hospital where she' 
has been a patient recently. 
++++++ 
M. Kosteck of Prince George 
has been a business visitor in 
the Terrace and Kitimat 
District for the past few days. 
++++++ 
The young people of the 
Evangelical Free Church en- 
joyed an evening of games on 
Feb. 12 at a valentine party. The 
hall was decorated in pink and 
white streamers and red hearts 
for the occasion and a delicious 
lunch was served at the close of 
the evening. 
++++++ 
Rhonda Norbirg is holidaying 
in Hawaii for two weeks. 
++++++ 
Mr. and Mrs. Lambright have 
moved to Vancouver to make 
their home as Mr. Lambright 
will be receiving medical at- 
tention in the hospital there. 
++++++ 
Melissa Davies with her 
parents have moved from their 
home in Thornhill to live in 
Terrace. 
++++++ 
Laurel Swidrowick has 
returned to school after spen- 
cling some time in the hospital. 
Near sweep made 
by snowmobilers 
One driver prevented a 
Terrace sweep of the events at 
last weekend's nowmobile 
races, which were held in 
conjunction with the Lion's Mid- 
Winter Carnival. 
Dick Higgie of Smithers was 
the only driver to break the 
Terrace monoply when he rode 
his Ski-duo to victory in the 300 
c.e. stock class. Terraee's Rus 
Shauer placed second in the 
event. 
Jerry Cobur.n and Sonny 
Bienvenue of Terrace battled 
each other for the lead in the 340 
modified class and once again 
the: Ski-doo reigned supreme. 
with Coburn taking the event. 
Coburn also collected a first 
place finish in the 340 stock 
class. In that race Dwayne 
Anderson of Terrace picked up 
second place honors. 
ADDS TO POINTS 
Coburn added to his point 
total in the 440 modified race, as 
he led S other drivers across the 
finish line. 
The 440 stock classification 
race went to Don Nordstrom 
from Terrace, while Danny 
O'hrien finished in second spot. 
The 650 modified class went o 
local dri~,er, Sonny Bienvenue, 
who was pressed for the win all 
the .way  by Coburn who 
salvaged second place. 
The last race of the meet was 
the open modified class. There 
was a seven driver field and 
once again Terrace racers 
swept the board. 
PILOTS 'CAT' 
Don Nordstrom piloted his 
Arctic Cat to a very close first 
place decision as he beat 
Coburn. 
The best all round driver 
trophy went to Coburn who 
picked up more points than the 
other racers. 
Swimmers 
dive in 
The Terrace Hotspringers 
Swim Club is readyto go for the 
current session. 
The 13-week course, which 
starts Wednesday March 10, 
features two sessions every 
Wednesday evening. 
The first session at 5 p.m. is 
for swimmers 13 and under and 
is restricted to those with their 
advanced swimming badges. 
The final class is for the 
teenager, 13 or over and there is 
no restrictions. 
No registration is needed to 
join the classes but there is a $1 
charge per lesson. 
Registration for all other 
swimming classes will take 
place March 20th at the Com- 
munity Centre. 
Bus transportation from the 
Civic Center to the Hotsprings 
will be provided for the 
swimmers. 
I 
Prospectors  e"l 
• THE FAULT ~ I 
By The Northern B.C. 
Chamber of Mines 
A fault IS a break or fracture 
zone in the crust of the earth 
along which there has been 
movement ofone or both of the 
sides of the break. 
When you see a raised piece of 
concrete in a sidewalk where 
frost has caused it to be pushed 
upl or soft ground has allowed it 
to 'sink, you are looking at a 
very small 'fault'. 
Most of our Rivers and Creeks 
flow along various types of 
faults and fracture zones. '
' The  major fault, through 
which the, 'Kalum' River flows 
appears to have moved con- 
siderably, the East side having 
moved about 1~ miles relative 
to theWestside. The movement 
of the East side has been up- 
ward and Northward. 
The same fault contains what 
is probably Canada's youngest 
volcano and several hotsprings. 
'rnese features show the fault to 
be active and unstable. 
Several faults are known to 
cross the Copper River, some of 
which are associated with 
mineral occurences. 
A GENERAL MEETING 
/: • "' . has been called for the 
• ,.  members of th e 
""THORNitlLL GOLF & 
. . . .  . . . .  COUNTRY CLUB 
.: i • "i ,. For 
"ii:/ , sunday , . *  March  7 
)'i:: i : :  i . a t  7 .30  p .m.  ' 
~ Aft, members are urged to attenc~ 
ANYONE ~ WHO IS INTERESTED 'IN GOLF 
• .o~,!l"HE ASPECTS OF A COUNTRYCLUBARE .' i 
~ '~LSO W~LC:bfiE. SEE YOU'ALLAT THE 
CLUBH0"IJSE;,SUNDAY, MARCH 7 AT 7:30 P.M. I 
"~'~"77 ~ .; ." '~ .." ~.'i' i.i " ' . . . . . . . . .  
• i 
SNOW WHITE and the seven dwarfs came to life with Kathy 
Erickson's brush. Kathy painted the mural for the children's 
ward at Mills Memorial Hospital. Another mural was painted in 
Paul Robeson: *"  I 
the isolation ward by Dona Pet~off, a shopital employee...Staff 
photo. 
I 
Band 
PR OFI L E OF CO UR A G E 
minded in his ideals. 
He might have become a 
professional football player (he 
was a member of the All- 
American team in 1918) or a 
lawyer (he attended Columbia 
in 1923). 
Instead, Paul Robescn used 
his God-given voice to become a
singer, an actor and a champion 
for blacks. 
He acquired fame, fortune, 
and millions of fans. Paul 
Robeson was indeed a man 
unique for his time. 
Long before Black Power was 
even thoqght of, Robeson was a 
forerunner of the civil rights 
movement. 
During the '50s he was 
blacklisted for his leftist beliefs 
and his passport revoked. He 
became a" virtual :oUtCast." ' "' 
After a physical breakdown 
be ended his singing career in 
1961, returning to the States two 
years later after self-exile in 
Russia. Now chronically ill, he 
lives in Philadelphia. He will be 
73 April 9. 
CFTK 
The man and his career will 
be assessed in an outstanding 
CBC Tuesday Night program, 
entitled Ballad For An 
American: A Profile Of paul 
Reeson, March 9 at 5 pm on the 
CBC ~ radio - network. 
(It will be rebroadcast on the 
CBC-FM network's Encore, 
SOME CRITICAL 
Not all of 'them praise his 
accomplishments; some are 
critical of his singing and acting 
and especially his political 
involvement. 
Among' those heard on the 
March 9 prepare are: Dame 
He was a big man - tall of Sybil Thorndike, who per- movement and that other .role 
~tature, powerful ofvoice, high- formed with him in Othello; hesoughttoplayonhispeople's 
behalf. 
The title of the program, 
Ballad For An American,. is 
taken froom a recording 
Robeson made in his prime, 
written by Earl Robinson who is 
also interviewed. 
ADMIRES HIM 
Producer Angus McLellan 
has long been an admirer of 
Robeson, not only for his 
musical gifts, but for his social 
conscience. He has a large 
collection of his recordings and 
was the only person to interview 
him when he visited Toronto 
during the McCarthy period. 
For some time he has felt 
Robeson's story was being ir- 
nored as far as civil rights was 
concerned. 
• Since McLellan has been 
"involved with this program he 
has discovered that some of the 
younger militants have found in 
Robeson a new hero for their 
cause. 
McLellan has not allowed his 
admiration to take over the 
tenor of the program. 
"It's nut a hymn of praise", 
he says, !'it's an assessment." 
For MeLellan it's a real labor 
of love. 
He h~s to edit over 40 hours 
tape into a one hour 50 minute 
program. 
7- -  -, _ j  ' . . . .  , 
When you 
don't know who 
toturn to . . . .  
TURN TO 11$ WITH 
Dame Peggy Ashcroft who 
played Desdemona to his 
Othello; British actors Alfie 
Bass and Run Moody; Marie 
.~urke, who played opposite him 
in Showboat (Jerome Kern 
wrote or Man River especially 
for Robeson); actress Uta 
Hagen who was Desdemona in 
the New York production of 
Othello; Margaret Webster, 
producer of that stage version; 
Canon Collins, formerly of 
South Africa, now living in 
London, who recalls Robeson 
was the first layman to delive r a 
sermon in St. Paul's Cathedral; 
Marie Seton, an Englishwoman 
prominent inleft-wing circles in 
the '30s and '40s and author of a 
biography of Robeson; actor 
Ossie Davis; ..Lawrence 
Brown, Robeson's. accompanist 
through the years; various:~ 
directors, prodcuers and labor 
leaders. 
SCHOOLISED HERE 
Paul Hobeson Jr., an 
engineer in his mid-'40s (he 
attended school in Canada for a 
time) also talks about his 
father. 
Through the kindness of the 
younger Paul portions of 
recordings never relleased 
commercially will be aired for 
the first time. 
Politically oriented, these 
include speeches to labor 
groups around the world. 
Exerpts from Robeson on 
record are used as musical 
brdiges between interviews 
which are divided into two parts 
- these relating to his artistic 
triumphs, mainly Show Boat 
and  Othello, 2nd Sanders of the 
Rover and those relating to his 
involvement in the civil rights 
CONFIDENCE 
MacKAYS 
FUNERAL 
(CO.OP' 
MENS 
MADE TO MEASURE 
Suit Sale lli  
s89 Kitimat 2 pce. Suit 
Extra Pants ......................... *29 
Vest  ....... ............................ ' 17 
Of fe r  good on ly  
toSaturday ,  March  6 
+ New 1971 Materials . 
+ New 1971 Styles : ..... , '" 
+ New 1971 Patterns : 
> 
Hurry on down and 'see them. Choose your new 
suit. Made to your Individual measurements. 
And of course, we guarant~ a fit. 
parents 
swing 
The public is invited to a 
i dance at the •Civic Center 
Friday, sponsored by the Band 
Parents Assocation. 
It begins at 9 p.m. 
Proceeds will be used to 
sponsor two bands to Victoria in 
April. 
Nearly 90 students from 
Skeena Junior Secondary and 
the Terrace Secondary school 
bands will make the trip. 
250 TAKE PART 
Gordon Dickie, instrumental 
music director, said 250 
students are involved in the 
program. 
The band parents association 
raises money for financing the 
trips and also buys band 
uniforms. 
During the past six months, a 
.variety of activities have helped 
~ to ra i~ ~e $5,000 ~ecessagy for 
the trip to" Victor|a:': ' . . . . . .  
One event was a walkathen 
held early in the school year. 
The band students did the 
.walking and parents manned a
" number of refreshment booths 
along the 25 mile walk. 
Tickets can be purchased in 
advance at the Co-op Courtesy 
Booth or at the door. 
Rowland .tops-. 
Terrace 'Spiel 
A record 36 finks battled last 
weekend at the Terrace Curling 
Rink for top honors in the Open 
Mixed Beaspiel. 
The Terrace Curling .~ Club 
described .the event as "highly 
successful" and they were 
enthused by the high standard 
of curling set by the rinks. 
The Gordon Rowland rink of 
Terrace emerged victorious 
from the "A" Event finals. 
Rowland picked up the Little, 
Haughland and Kerr Trophy for 
~his win over the B. Patterson 
rink, also of Terrace. 
The consolation awards in the 
"A" went o the B. Griffiths rink 
who placed third and to the H. 
Davy foursome who finished in 
fourth spot. 
S. Kutenocs and his rink beat 
out the T. Melin ~ squad in the 
• "B" Event to take the Armin 
Sanders Welding Trophy. Keith 
Melanson placed third and the 
M. Ross rink captured fourth to 
round but theevent, ~:,-  
• The B~bb's Welding Trophy 
went to the J. Anderson rink 
who edged out,.PrinceRupert's 
Quellett curlers in a close finals 
game., . . . . . . . . .  
B: Dedd finished thrid in the 
"C" with L. Buckle~ in fourth 
spot. . :' i~ 
The curling was interruped 
Saturday night when the con- 
testants took time off for a 
banquet catered by the Catholic 
Women's League and a dance at 
the Catholic Hall. 
Say'hi' to Baha'i 
Apprpximately 35 Baha'is 
from Point Barrow (Alaska) in 
the north, to Victoria in the 
south, Prince Rupert in the west 
and Saskatoon i  the east, have 
gathered in Prince George to 
form, with the local Baha'i 
community, a "proclamation 
team". 
The team will travel west- 
ward, visiting Vanderhoof, 
Stoney Creek, Ft. St. James, 
Nautley, Fraser Lake, Burns 
Lake, Smithers, Morricetown, 
Hazelton and Terrace during 
the next two weeks. 
The proclamation message, 
which is being offered mainly 
throughmusic, song and dance, 
is the announcement of 
Baha'u'llah, a Prophet born in 
Iran. 
"Baha'is believe that He was 
the promised One, foretold in 
the scriptures and traditions of 
the world's religions, including 
the native North American 
religions• 
m l lU  O l ld l l l lU I  I - .  
3 bedrooms,  1240 sq .  I I ,  . 
Westwood homes are built by factory preassembled 
components, instead of old-fashioned cut-and-fit 
methods. By taking advantage of these t me and cost 
savings, .hundreds of :B.C,,fam~ ~es have moved~up,: .... 
to homes like The Shannon at less monthly cost titan " 
rent. Get the full story. No obligation, - 
BERT ARBOUR 
c-o Terrace Co-Op 
P,O. BOX 789 Terrace 635-5847 "/1.21 
stOrel 
I:or the better things in li e. 
Travel. A new car. New house. It takes a lot o~ planning to ac- 
quire the better thinss in life. 
That's where we can help at Nhsara. The cash store. With a 
personal loan up to $5,000 or more. Or a mortgage to $~5,000. 
Ana the kind oF financial plannins that makes it all possible. ' 
Want to talk it over? We're reed,/. 
largest all-Canadian consumer loan company 
FEAST ON AN AFTER-MIDNIGHT 
, BREAKFAST OR A ,JUICY STE..AK~. 
Once you start eat ing 
• you'l l  never want  to stop, i 
(THAT:S WHY WE'RE " . ,~" ,  ,'~~~":.',~,~~.~,,;'~:~.',:~~;~:~ 
OPEN 24 HOURS A•DAYI )  ~; .  •:,:,'.,'::~"~;:;~;i,~L~;~!~?-~;•~;~i~ 
We close midnight Sundays 
and0pen at 
t i l :30'a.m.:Monday.  
SPORTSMAN DRIVE- IN  2 Elks. West , i : of City Hall on 
For Take out orders' Call:6S$',7414 Highway 16 W. 
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' ' , ,  ] 
• :~ ~. : .  ': ~.;. , 
635-6357 
•• ' , ,  
~ A 
• , , . r  
I 
. ' . . . ,  
Representatives Ltd. 
Western Regional Newspapers 
207 West Hastings Street 
Vancouver, B.C. 
1ember of: 
B.C. Division of the 
Canadian Weekly Newspapers 
;sociat/on 
and 
• Audit Bureau of Circulation 
Classified Rates 
ive cents a word (minimum 25 
/ords) ..25 cents off for cash. 
)isplay classified $1.25 an inch. In 
Aemoriam, minimum. 
Subscription Rates 
Single Copy 1S cents 
Yearly .6~/ mall $10 inCanada 
$12 outSide Canada 
~uthorized as.second class mail by 
~e Post Office Dept., Ottawa and 
)r payment of postaqe in cash. 
I - Coming Events 
:.~ .y.,'~ ;~: .  . 
-~, ~ ,  .~  -, 
.:., .. ~,  ~',~'-<,:~ .. 
, y  
. . ' .  • 
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TE~ALa~ze~EAR~'LOTerrace, B.C. .14 - Busi l less Personal. • 33-  For  Sale - Misc.  47 -  Homes fo r  Rent .$7 ,  Automobi les  Legals : ::: :~: ~ reck'-\'±: ::  
" Phone 635-6357 P.O. BOX 99 ! FuIlyTRUCK &CAT REPAIRSqual i f ied Heavy Duty 22"cu ft TFRr :eDz eEr laNe SiAL E 00 carpet,F°r Rent . 2ca l ;  'pert.bedroomcIose toapt'school,W'W PhoneF°r Sale - 1,6635.3537 orGalaXYcan De seen500"at$900"964 COLuMBPROVINC E O F I A  BRITISH r ~ q  : 
Mechanic available evenings and 30" Moffatt propane stove with tank store and garage ' Phone. 6~5-5513 No. 1 Paquette,.(P-19) " . 
National'Advertising Weekends on Engines, trucks, and fittings. GOod condition $/9.95, after 4 p.m. (P.21} " DEPARTMENTOF HIGH- Want a RRAL  Centermia] pyrex dish with bu-tter, ~-.~;i~" 
36"  '~ . . . .  • Armstrong..Dagg cats, loaders& pick.uptrucks. "By Electric Range, working con. For Sale: 1969 Ford r/~ ton. Power WAYS Breakfast? cop of mi,lk. "m. dish a~cl.. I~tee.,. 
• hour or contract. Phone Ross  dition $22.50 For Rent . 3 bedroom house or 2 steering atuomatic transmission. ADVANCEWARNINGOF Following are two men0s dishinapanofhotwato'r.B~.ak~ 
Dirnback 635.7993 (P.25) Westinghouserefrigerator;22 cu.ft. bedroom basement suite. Includes .Interested persons only. Phone 615- LOAD 1 w~ch appear in the'Centennial 
. ~  Good condition $69.9S. Simpson S- fridge and stove. Phone 635.6623 (P. 38S$. (P.21) RESTRICTIONS ON HIGH- 
"ALL:AN J. McCOLL ears Phone 635-2218. (C-18-3) 18) eook book, 'Memorable Me~ls required,umberofeggs,(~e aL:
NOTARY PUBLIC t WAYS . in British Columbia". atime) L~to a saueer .a~d slide'-.. 
into milk. Sprinkle with grated-. 4646 Lakelse'Ave. For Sale: Well built, fully equ/pped 1969 Datsun Station Wagon for sale. From Chilliwack eomes tide cheese. Bake at 325"degrees for. P.hone635-7282 six horse trailer. Has removeable 48 - Suites for Rent Can take over payments. Phone6~o 
' breakfast menu prepared by Res. 635.2662 partitions and can be used as stock 3841. (STF) Pursuant  to Section 27 of the Mrs. Chalres E. Davis, the first 10 to 15 mi,  utes, .or: to.-your= 
Terrace, B.C. tralleK Reasonably priced for quick Furnished Cabins weekly and "Highway Act"  and regulations 
(CTF) sale. Write Glover's Welding, Box2, monthly rates,'Also suites.for rent. For Sale:' 19654 ton I.H. Fine pursuant to the Department of Woman of the Year to be taste. Add salt and pepper:" 
• Smithei's,B.C. orphone847.334S(C- Cedars Motel. J=hone63S-2258.(CTF - Running condition. (body un. Commercial Transport Act, recognized in the Chjlliwaek ServewithcHspfHedCanadJan:~ 
19) 3) ' " beautiful). Phone ~5-5790. Kalum . ,  
Custom Builders& Renovators SlMPSONS SEARS Lake. Drive past dump (HeWs notice is hereby given that load area, and her daughter, Mrs. bacon. - 
Planning to build or remodel this WLSE. SALE OF DAMAG,=D For Rent . 42 bedroom suites, in . .  acres)..(P.18) restrictions may be placed, on Sidney Mowat. 
year? Phone us now for your free MERCHANDISE cludes fridge and stove One fur- short notice in the near future, Apricot Nectar - " ]F'IP~TGOV~..]P, NOR~: ~: 
estimate~ 635-5241 (P-17) nished. ~,lso 2- 2 bedroom houses. For Sale |'he fffst governor o f  the" 
• 1 only 13 cu. ft. Coldspot Frostless Located at Remo. Phone 635.3864 Forced to sel.I, leaving country, on all  highways in the following I Eggs a ]a Cheese and Crisp colony of. Vancouver Is]aod,~: 
1969 Volvo 142S- Treated like one of h ighway D is t r i c ts :  Quesnel Bacon I Refrigerator Reg. 299.95 Now after6p.m.(P.22) I Richard Blansllard, was up-" 
.FILTER QUEEN VACUUMS $254.95 the family. Excellent condition. Prince George, Vanderhoof, Bran Muffins 
• ' I , pointed in 1849, He was sue,. 1 only 12 cu. ft. Coldspot For Rent- l bedroom basement suite Radio, whitewalls, etc. Phone 632. BurNs Lake, Fort St. John, Strawberry Jam ceeded 'in 1851.:by Ja~mes- 
| Sales&Services Refrigerator Auto Def/'ost Rag partly furnished. To reliable 7860 Kitimat (P-17) " Pouce Coupe, Prince Rupert, 
I ~ns c,'ql working couple, with no children or 2 - Douglas who later a]s0 became: 
NORTHWEST STOC K CAR 
ASSOCIATION OF 
," TERRACE, B.C. 
;ealed tenders wil be received by 
he N.W.S.C.A. at Terrace, B.C. for 
-naintenance and upkeep of track, 
;pectaiors stand, washrooms and 
:oncession stands on commission 
)asis. Not later than 11:00 a.m. 
V~arch 17, 1971. The lowest or any 
~roposal will not necessarily be 
~ccepted. For further details 
':ontact he President, Of N.W.S,C.A. 
§35-5041, c.o Thornhill Electric,. 
~iver Drrive R. R. 2, Terrace, B.C. 
Meeting will be held every Wed. 
~:00 p.m. at Thornhill Golf. and 
?ountry Club. Sponsors and wifes 
~re welcome. (C-18) 
' NOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING 
,*rhe annual genera meeting of the 
Irerrace. and District .Hospital 
Association wi be he d on March 24, 
1971 at  8:00 p.m: in the assembly 
room of Mills Memorial Hospltal. 
Please note that new members must 
obtain membership 30 days-prior to 
ihe annual meeting. $1.00 mere. 
herships are available at the 
hospital, The Royal Bank or Terra(:e 
Co-operative Courtesy Co;Jnter (C-  
16) (C -21)  
iMeeting of Northwest Trappers 
,Assoc• will be held at the home of 
'Ron Cote, 4730.A Park on Friday, 
March 5, t 8 p.m. (P.ta) 
Terrace Ladies Curling Club will 
hold a rummage sale on March 6 
from 10 a .m. .  2 p.m. at the IOOF 
Hall, Lakelse Ave. Donafl0ns may 
be left at the curling rink. ('(:-18.3) 
The Terrace Science Fair will be 
held on Al~'i123, 24th at Caledonia 
Senior Secondary Auditorium. 
~ntries are accepted from students 
in all grades. Interested studentr; 
should now be working on lheir 
projects. For information and 
advice, consult your  science 
teacher~ (C.25) 
13-  Personal  
Will babysit in my home on Toynbee 
In Thornhill. For safety of your 
children we ha.ve'an all round fenced 
lot. Phone 635.6876 (P.21) 
I will not be responsible for any 
:lebts incurred by anyone but me at 
snyttme or anyplace. GASTON 
L.EVESQU E. (P.20) 
Are you sick and tired of being sick 
and tired? Let Alcoholic Anonymous 
help you. 
Meetings 
Alanons meet every Wed., 0 P.M. 
Skeena Valley Group every Thurs., 9 
,P.M. 
retrace Famlly Groupevel'y Sat., 9 
P.M. 
ereakfast Meeting every Sunday 11 
=,.M. 
~.11 meetings held In the old Library 
Building at Kalum ahdLakelse'Ave. 
For Information write Box 564 
Terrace, B.C. or Phone 6,15.2830 or 
~15-3648. 
(CTF) 
4-  Business •Personal 
• Noi~too~ig ~"  I 
NO Io.btooe-mal! " ;  I 
S~y.~r  frooIngspedallsl ~ I 
TSEVE PARZENTNY _ I 
ROOFiNG'CO/LTD. : I 
General Ro0f/n0 (~ooded) 4 
Phone night o rday  635-2724," I 
~4 
i • 'ELEVlSION & ELECTR-~C. 
~ . ; 'SBRV|C INO,  ; , " '~' " 
' * . .  'An~tlme " ,.' ' . 
t . , , , ,  
I - :  ' F I0ors~ i . , . . . . .  , , .  , .  , 
. Draper ies?{  i~ 
• , ;,, 
" " , (~ALL : . , .  ~ . , 
• Carpetcraf 
635-3455 ... 
: 635-6842:  . , ,  
. ' LAZELLE '  ' "  i. 
SHOPPING:.CENTRE'~, 
J For free home demonstratil I S234.95 'Now $179.95 Coffee 
I • 635.3886 2 only scratched 18 cu. ft. Freezers. gentlemen willing to share ex- For Sale: 1966 Dodge 1/2 ton. 318 cu Smithers and Terrace. the f irst governor of : the, 
IOffice No.5 • 4554 Lazelle Ave. Reg. S204.95 Now $179.95 • penses. Phone 635-6402 after.7 p.m. in. 4 speed trans., posltract, new Over load  or  overwe ight  To prepare the Eggs a la mainland colony of BHtish" 
CTF . . 1 only dented Cascade 40 gal. H.W. (P-19) tires, excellent running co~ldiflon, permits will not be granted. All Cheese grease a souare. ~]aqs Columbia. 
Tank, Reg. $104.95 Now 79.95 $900.00 or best offer. Call 635.5146 : - : -~ . 
Also clearnace of the Allstate 49- Homes fop Sale evenings. (C.18) existing weight permits wil l  be 
Equipment for Hire. "Available Deluxe Traction Non.studded wlntei" cancelled: Other restrictions 
immediately 966 C Cat Loader with tires allsizes Blackwalls 0nly i22.98" For 5ale: 3 bedroom home, full For Sale: 1966 I.H.C. UF220 U47S may be imposed as necessary. -I 
operator. Phone 635-3528 (C.18)  Theabove merchandise carries the basement and carport. S yoarsold, motor, 34001b. rearend,5&4splcor Therestr lct lons wil l  l imit the RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL SERVICES I 
transmission 1,000 x 20 rubber. In • axle loads of trucks end buses .  PROFESSIONAL WORK GUARANTEED r satistaction guarantee or money In good resident aL area~ Phone 635- Good cond tloq. 635-6391 (CTF) - "A giant power suction cleaner that refunded. Simpsons Sears 635-2218 3560 (CTF) ~ ' cleans Chimneys, Furnaces a'nd (C-18) Vehicles with solid tires wil l  Ducts of the accumulation of dust, - be prohibited from using the i..B or'Lern 635.2648dirt an  (C-18)lint' POWER VAC Phone 37 - Pets  onF°rstraume.Ave.Sale • 3 b droom$16,500•houSefullfOrprice.Sale For Sal  1970 "Automatic... Highways. 
Phone 635.5280 (P-1S) Volkswagen, radio, new snow'flr~s, "The public, and trucking and 
FOR RENT For Sale-3 Geeseand 2 ducks Phone 20,000 miles 635-7020 (P -18)  t ranspor ta t ion  companies ,  
T.V. Sets, gultars, ampliflers, P.A." 635-2321(C.19.3) House for sa le .  3 bedroom full For Sale-196S Hayes dump truck, should govern themselves  ="  r - n r a " e r ' e s  
.sy.st.ems, saxophones, trombones, basement, wall.to-wall carpeting C-W 14 yard gravel box. Phone 635- accordingly, i 
trumpeis, coronets, flutes, m6vi~ 38 - Wanled - Misc.  dining and II~'ing room. 12008q. ft;7 6391 (CTF) 
'proiec'tors:slideprolectors, screens, months.o d Phone 635.5953 (PT.36)' Your  co-operat ion in the 
J clarinets, etc. Ask about o',r Rental ' protection and elimination of HILKKA FLURY Purchase Plan. Wanted • Adding Machine , typing Home for •sale - Well kept tl~r~e ~8 - Trailers damage to all roads wil l  be . Terrace Photo Suppl~ Ltd. chair. Phone 635-7412 before 6 p~m. bedroom,with basementw~llto~/all appreciated.. 4909 OAIR AVE TERRACE PHONE ~15-2026 4645 Lakelse Ave... (C-19) carpetln9 in dirking, front room and Wanted to Buy: 3 bedroom trailer 
"hallways. Good resldentla& area; LOcated on lot Phone 5.7514 after L.A. 8RODDY,~,, 19,1 P" ENG SALE . wanted to Buy. Portable, cabinet or Existing mortgage 6V- per' cent . .  4:30 p.m. (P.16) REGIONAL HIGHWAY - '~ " I For Your Radio and T.V. Repairs combination T.V. Stereo. Also' Payments ~;107 include P.I.T. For : 
Phone 635.3630 across from the stereo unit. Phone 635.4000 or 5-3715 appointment t(~ vew, phone 635.6039 For Sale: 1965 Safeway trailer. 12' x Dated February , : ,  ~ ~z. ..Legion . . . .  ENGINEER FOR , . . . . . . . . . . .  
C, (a . . . .  divl;:lonFRE OfSot FrecI'sFURNITURERe'Ir Igel-aflo:rl) cashUSed box..CaShlshoneregister635-'3715or add  w l hoK 4000 (p: ," .(P-18) ' ' ' 52'(P.19).... "~ Asking $5500.00 Phone'635-3208. .at "Prl nce.:•.George;:.  BrJf ish ~ . . . . .  " : ' '  ~ '~')  ' r~ :: ~4; '~;' . . . .  ":~ "~ '" ~ "~:'~ ' ;  ~>"  ~:'~" 
................................ :USEDtH 'N~.~I 'E . .S  U ITES  ~' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - , ' , ,~,~'? .  
(CTF) 20) 51 - Bus iness  Locat ions Columbia (C.18) . USE  D B EDROOM SUITES  
T.M. Wanted • one good second hand crib . . . . .  e - 
.USED CHESTERF IELD SUITES  TRANSCENDENTAL with mattress if possible. Phone 635. For rent. Space f0rsmall business. _ ~ ~ [ ~  DEPARTMENTOF LANDS, .USE D TELEVIS ION SETS . . . . . . .  
MEDITATION. 2580 (P.19) Phone 635.798F, (CTF) ' FORESTS, AND WATER 
as tadght b~ the. ~ M~BiLE  : MAHARISHIMAHESHYOGI 41 - Mach inery  for  Sale For Rent - t000 sq. ft. of space RESOURCES We Buy,  Sell, T rade  & Rent . . . .  : 
+ available, ideal for small business. 
The Kltimat Centre of the I?s Faces' on Kalum Street. Phone635, :HOMESALES TIMBERSALEA03543 A '  FRED'S  FURNITURE CENTRE I ternational Medltatioit Societ~ .For Sale-  1962 "AIIIs - Chalmers 
Loader I=A yard bucket . Model 2312 or 635-3147 (CTF) " Sealed tenders wilt be . 
teaching'thetechnldueofT.M, onan TZ14. Good conditien. Phone 635- I ~iTERRACE] LTD. rece ived by the D is t r i c t  (A Division a fF red ,s  Refrigeration) . . .  
individual basis. Information may ' Offlcespace Forester at .Prince Rupert, i be obtained from Mabel: shi's' 6391. (CTF) I "-. KNIGHT I Terrace Professional Bldg. I Across From . . . .  personal representatives Initiators 1965 TD2S S International Power IApprox. 1200 sq. ft. of office space I SQUIRE British Columbia, nat later than 4434- Lakelse • The Legion 638.3630 Wolfgang & H. Brueckmann" 44 Shift Crawler. Equtppedwlth J120 |avai lable Immediately. For r PAGE : 11:00 a.m. on the 27th day of 
Bittern Street, Kttimat, B.C.. F>h. winch', new motor, Power trained lappointment o view ca 635-7202 I Apri l ,  1971 for the purchase of -' ' 
632.2994. (CTF) ' completely checked out. Un.  I(C-19) ' | Come In and See Our Seiertion Licence A03543, to cut 3,508,000 
CARPENTRY WORK'  | dercarriage 60-70 per cent. price far of Double Wide and Sing,e". cubic feet of Hemlock, Balsam, ~ T ~  - ~ " 
Building cabinets, renovation,| belowmarketvalue. For qulck sale. REAL  EsTA 'TE-  
installations. Call for freel Phone 964.6124 evenings. (C-20) For Sale . By owner. Going concern, iUnit,, " " Spruce, Cottonwoodand trees of 
Mickey's trailer park and cabins. -- 
estlm;~tes 635-7890 (CT.24) I For Sale: Make offers on following Situated on Highway 16, In Van- Box 189, ' o ther  species located on I N S U R A N C E 
Therapies Bin*nine equipment derhoof, B.C. Good highway fron. ~ -  district. A C R O S S T H E N O R T H W E S T 
tape. All utilities. Full price $3S,000. Hig l tway 16 East Five years wil l  be allowed for OwnlneSewlngMichlhgl 10KW Lister Diesel power plant 
Seln&Servlce complete. Terms. Will accept late.medel Phone 635-3343 removal of t imber.  
TD14 Crawler Tractor truck, trailer or small hou~;e as part ~ .  . .  " ..... 
Formal1400 farm tractor with 6 ft. payment. For further information As this area is within the 4706 SOUCIE AVE.  313 • 3rd'Ave. West, P~lnce RuPert, i write Box 784, Vanderhoof or phone Hecate P.S.Y.U., which is  ful ly 
Phone 624-4236 or Ka , .  624411~ roto tiller. Call 635.6723 (CTF) Well located 3 bedroom home with goad 2 bedroom blsement 
(CTF) 567-9922. (CT.22) 67. Mor tgage  Money  committed, this sale will be suite. Close to schools and town. Professionally built - twi'n 
For a complete line of liquid era- 43 - Rooms for  Rent .  J Warehouseandofflcespoceferrent. r - cashFor I awarded under the provlslons of sealwindowsthrougltout..oilfiredhotwaterheatingsydim 
• section 17 (la) of the Forest Act . . . .  double carport .- 2 fireplaces and many lovely features. broidery hobby products. "All . Closetocity Center and Highway 16. Mortgage Paper 
materials guaranteed. Phone 635. GATEWAY COURT • One and twq Please I:epll; to Terrace Omineca I which gives the timber-sale Total price $35,000. Existing Mtge. is at6Y4Per ¢;ent.~ :...,. ,.. :•~ 
3469 (P.19) bedroom furnished suites, . Herald, Box 66;I, (C.18.3) ~ 
Reasonable summer and wlllter Will consider purchasing smaller I applicant certain privileges. . . , - : 
DivorceS49.00 daily, weekly, and monthly ratal, mortgages or agreements for sale I Particulars may be obtained 4329 BIRCH AVE. " 
Competitive rates. Contact Box 6661 Fantastic view of the whole Skeeaa Val lay. 3 bedrooms wilh Write self-divorce simplified, 414- Phone: 635-540S, (CTF} ~2 - Wanted to Rent Terrac HePald.AHenquirfeswillbel from the Distr ict  Forester, 
1298 W-10 Vancouver 9, B.C. Phone answbred and kept confidential. (P . I  Prince Rupert, British additional bedroom in basement. Master bedroom !1; large 
73S,1731 (P-22) THORNHILL MOTEL Wanted torent- 3bedroom house by 19) ~ Columbia, or the Forest •with ensuite plumbing. Lovely fireplace, built in range and 
& COF FEE SHOP reliable pal;ty. Call 635-2200 (C~18) oven, w.w carpeting, enclosed heated garage .Th is  is a lovely Housekeep ing  Units  • r-' Ranger, Terrace, British Lega  Is WELLDRILLING Propaneboftlefll l lng Wanted to Rent: 3 or 4 bedroom Columbia, or the Deputy home. Owner is leaving must sell, Priced at ~,S00.  Carlboo drilling and exploration. Paclflc66Gas.qndOII 
house. In or near town. Phone S-5395 NOTICE TOCREDITORS Minister of Forests, Victoria, Existing 1st Mtge. is at 6t/4 per cent. Rotary drilling, water wells & Highways 16 East ~(~TF~ or 5.2658 and leave number. (P-19) 
testing. Contactarea representative Estate of Gustaf K British Columbia. (CT-32) 4726 HALL IWELL  
. Fred Lubke. Phone 635.6961, R. R~ KEYSTONE COURTAPTS. JOHANSSON, deceased, late of 
2 Terrace, B.C. or write Box 2405, 1,2,&3 bedroom deluxe suites, 4621 " 55 - ProPerty  fo r Sa le  No. 10 . 258 Hastings Street, 3bedreemfami ly typehomewi th  ful lbasement,  2.firBplaces, " "  
Quesnel, B.C. (CTF) Scott'Ave. Terrace. Phone 635.5224 Vancouver, B.C. Rash  o f  auto 0,, furnace, on large lot 70, x 140,.0n blacktap,, Tatal  
or 635.6381. (CTF) For Sale: 100 x 300 lot. Located priceS30,500. Existing lstMtge.isatS=/4per¢ant; 
18-  Help Wanted .  Ma le  Graham & Cramer. Call at 4609 Cr~l l ters and others having 
OSBORNE GUEST HOUSE - StraumAve. TovlewafterSp.m.(p. clall~s against the said estate 4016 ANDERSON AVE.  
Comfortable rooms In quiet 19, " . I J  ~L J~ l '~r '~" l -  a . . . .  
TEXASOILCOMPANY resldentlal 'area. 2812 Hall Street. are hereby  required to send i ] . ]~  Very a t t rad ive  3 bedroom home in, immacolate condifi#ni..'.: 
Needs good man over 40 for short Phone 635.2171. (CTF) . " RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY them' duly verified, to the Additional bedroom in fullbasement Auto. ell heat, land. 
trips surrounding TERRACE area. FORSALE PUI]LIC TRUSTEE, 635 Terrace RCMP are in- soaped, carport. Totalprice $29,500. Existing Ist Mtge . i I i t  
Contact customers. We train. Air ~For Rent: I b~lroom: apt. Also' Burrerd Street, Vancouver, 1, 8% per eent 
Mai l  J.A.Dlckerson,. Pres., Soulh. trailer spaces. Close to town. No 10 acres prime residential property B.C.~ before the 31st day of vestigating a rash of break-iBs 
western Petroleum Corp., Ft. Worth pets. Phone 635.5350. (CTF) in Terrace. Located on the' Bench at -:" L '" L ' 
Tex. (C-18.) North Sparks andGair. Zoned R-1. Mar~h, 1971, after which date over the weekend . . . . .  ; .... : .  :: 
Available March I, 1971, Sleeping 5 acres (:leered and level, 5 acres thedssetsofthesald Estatewi l l  Windows were broken at a 4615 McCONNEL AVE. , : ~ : 
room wi th  separate bathroom, wooded, school and two businesses but Brand new 2 bedroom home. Wall to-Wail ~lag c~rl~tingi  19 - Help wanted - Ma le  Phone 635.7872 (P-19) 330'x 1,320'~ he d!stributed, having regard 
, • . . . . . .  water, sewer, Hydro; and Natural only~o claims that have been there was nothing stolen, lovely kitchen cupboards, cusKion tiger ¢ov~)ring;:EloCt d¢ 
& Female  cabins for rent. furnished. Close to Gas to property boundary, rece[:~ed. . Overn ight  Saturday, a win- heat/stucco finish; carport; Tatal Price $19;000. Finan¢l ~ i~ 
° dow was smashed at the Co-Op can be arranged . . . .  ~ ". •. , school.:'Phorte 635-6815 after 5 p.m. Can be subdivided..For sale by ~ ,,,. Clinton W. Foote, r ' 
. CAREER OPP.ORTUN TY ~-  (P;.17) ..- owner. ~ r ]~PUBL ICTRUSTEE garage but nothing was taken in " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Price: sIs,00o. Cash. - the b~eak-in " : : "  :~'': : ~ / i '  . /~  For a young energetic ~male or Telephone: 635-7722 (P.20) ,, "- . . ' 
female high school gPadua}e to sell 44 -Room & Board , N~)TICE:YO:CREDITORS Skeena Junior, Secondary Drive by these selectlan of homesthen ¢oetad aur sales staff . 
school wa's i ale;a broken into for an appointment ta view. ~ " :  ' . . . .  advertising and printing In T~rrace . For Sale: ~,~ acre view lot. over !~ i , .  i .' ovemi~h{ 'Sunday. An office Bob Sheridan 638.2664 Bob:Elkinl =IklS.2T/3 or;printing in both Terrace and  Board and.:Ro()m for gentlemen, looking Skeona River, with 48 x 30 Estate of Nick '~KOLESKI, 
Kltlmat, for Northern Sentinel Press ~Phone 5.2762. (P;18) basement. $3600.00 cash or easy. window was broken. Parts of a *Rusty LlUnigh ;635.5754 Frank Skidmare tkII5~%91 
Limited. Interested parties please . . . . .  terms. Phone 635.5575. (CTF) • ~ decedr~:l, late af Terrace, B.C. filing cabinet lock were  tam- Ron Freed 135.4094 " . telephone Mr, Wilson at 632"6144 or Room and board for working man., " • * • I.~Pry'~Cl~y:.::~lll ? 
write to626 Enterprise Avenue, .Phone 635-2321 (CTF) " Cr~litors..and other.s hav ing pered with but the attempt was A.J.  MCCOLL (MANAGER)  6~,2(r~,Jil;:~i.~i.. , ! ' . ,  
Kltimat. (C.TF) .., r ' : For Sale."2.1 acre lots near Williams claims against the 'sa id  estate not sueeessful. " • , • ' ,  , ,  . ,~ . ' ,  
are :hereby required to send '" "' '• : 
.Creek off.old Lakelse' Road. Par. ,,~,, ~ ~,** .... ;.../,,i~,~, ~ *~ , j  
Board and room • one man to  a tlally flnlshed 2 bedroom house on md~ "/'hat same evening, Kalpm, " F-T-. . ' ' ' ~ ' ' ',~ ' ,  , , . - 
20 •~ HelpWanted  sleeping room .home bakedand full'concretebasement. Welhseptl c f l l em ly ver i fed,  to the E lec t r i c  was  broken  into  ~ N e w  SUbdiVision 
cooked meal-;; bY experienced camp tank,' propOne'h'eat.$11,000. Call ~12. O PUB[  " TRUSTEE, 63S again, by someone smashing a .: . Female'  co=k, living room with fireplace, 776i Kltimat~ (CM.20) ' . . " 
evdrvthlng l ike home. '$135: per . . . . .  . Burra~d Streeh Vancouver I, window in the back,warehouse ' 17 CHOICE RESIDENTIAL  BUILDING LOTs.*'in ' i / '  
. month., Closs,.to town Must ~ Automobik~ March,  1971,after  which dote NothinR was known stolenl , i re  serviced with sewer and'water .  R~adwaY, wil l  I~  . . : i  Cushier'typist required by  B.C. reliable, Phonb6~.2666.(STF) * 57 ,~ B.C., before the 24th day of section, * ~ primeareaadiacilntt'OCaled6niaHigN:SqhhohAillotl i : ' :  
Hydro, In Te~'race. Stetting salary '" ' For Sale: 1964 Chevy 2 -winterized. the assdSof the said Estate will ~ ~  paved. ~ Builders terms P.re aVailabiel'~Ail k~,:((ixcQiit, " 
$406'per month, Application form '47 ' Homes fo r  Rent  Phone 635.7985 (CTF).' " be.d~s'tri'buted,'hovlng regard 
orily~to,rclBIms that have been REVOLUTION? I )  have  8o'f~d'!of roa, d. f~ntage .  SeleCt One '~W L" ~ ~ ' " B.C. Hydro, 4~07 Lazella Ave. (0 ,9)  For Rent:: 3 bedroom row' h()uses, ~,,i;'~ :cho~F°r Sale: 19=Chevelle custOmlmpaa Phone 638. 'eo (ed . . . .  Cil 'L~le MteHff seized victoria ":~ J ~' L~Pr ' " ' ,  bu l '~ng 'C ' : '~  ~ i ~ ,  . . - ' r  ~ '  I i " ~ LI ~;IL ; i ;~ '~4"~'~' l J ;~ ' " , ;~*~:~ ~ +' ~ l~''a~'~ C'FICI ~ ~" . . . .  
21- :Sa lesmen & Agents  ~ wtth~refrlgerators and stoves, 2261or'635.7303. (CTF) "'L . . . .  i,,~; ..... 'nton'W. F0ote,: QtyHal l  tosaUofyaiudament;:: :: '~ *" . . . . . .  ' !"~ ::';'~i:~ 
~' " ' "  ' " , " L ' . . . .  electrlcheatng, co~etoschoosand ' / ~ '~ !UBLICTRUsTEE(CT.10) December12, 1884.  '~ :~ 
m' ,,ArYOUu ROwN IBUSi.N Ess'.  . . 'Apply ' Mrs. Star t  L Hartman, i ' ' '  . . . .  : . . ' ; : imur~nce., ,Wa~ae.Bra'~:~ Ini i  ~.:~ 
- Yo mPl.=Y~, retiree or I Cedargro'w Gordens, ~20 ~lc0tt ~t, [ ~ Pbptlac*Custom Sport : , ~MI I I i I~ I ,  
neea ex,ra:moooy-~ ,,m ua mow you • '1 Suit, t~: fcTP)  . . . .  : '~' ~"  ,~* .......... "~:': .... , . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  BR IT ISH COLUMBIA  SOCIETY  FOR T, HE  ~ : "  
,how to .make Profltl 9f 1~ to.L~4 ~•q ,1' . . . .  ~"~'='•~" ' ' ' ' . I  ' ''~'F ) . . . . . . .  "" :~' ~F~r~,~;t~'l~a!l°n.al Tandum Dump !: . . . . . . . .  , , .  ; :~ .  . . . . . .  :, ~, 
hour; with ,200 famous Raw e gh W i "  : ; . . . . . . .  " :*'~ :~-; ; ,, , .:, ,:, , ~EVENTIONOF CR.t  , ,,,4MI61LAKEESE . ~I "~k ;~i~.' I ~:~1 ~437, ~:: '~;:,~; : ,~  :~:~ ; ~  ~ , ,, • * • shore o 2 bedrbam home ¢ Gee to M • Products ,  Cho ice  l a l l l no  areas, fUll I . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  _ . . . . . . . . . . .  I -~G C'P',ckuo ' . , JE I 'Ty  TO 'ANIMALS .... 
~an, ,,art time W,i*e D=u~,,,,,,, I rm=p,a,'ana ~,aa,e-Ha ,~Ch00i ' to . r  " . - ' 
;.~;tF 'C I;7.~0", S~ l~e;;;",~v~',:" n°rse"(te.aFhar °rlbu.~Ina"iwoman.'• I ;'~" . . . .  ": " ' ~i &findS.9-11! . . . .  : : : .  . . . . . .  .-,,,~ "~r~,',.:'::'..,,.,,.=. -,~ ~-'-' '-0,.ant~-=~ '-""*"~;",'~, "~"~ ,"M0me'¢boXed m,611¢on'beili¢it~l,~i~, 'I En.quil~ |k~ml  Adlusterl Lfd' 474, . . . . . . . . . . .   * . . . . .  ' ~ '~ '~;M~ M' '  = 
' .  " .  - , " Write pox 665, ($TF) i I 'Lal(alSa Ave, Ikl~k:llB~L (CTF. " ' • ' :~M(L IS -74 / | : . : .  "~' ' !~'~'~ 
• - " ~ : '  " ' " ~ ' " ~ "  ' " ' - " " ~"  ~- -, - - -  " - - -~  ' ~ ~ = : ' ~  i~ 
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'Weekly paper plays s igni f icant role'. 
The daily newspapers "The weekly press com. weekly editor faces a con- tracting young people into the weekly publisher. One brief to the committee have the resources to upgrade" Compete for the. advertiiing 
spared no space when the plements all other media and tinuing challenge to be both business, retentionofstaffand The committee rapped the states it forsees the disap- .ka-papor's overaU quality, dollar. Four  dail ies , the' 
Weeklies were included in Kltchener "Waterloo Record. special Senate Committee 
released its report on the mass 
media, 
Almost forgotten in the 
shuffle were the weeklies-.900 
of them in Canada. Senator 
Kelth Davey, who headed the 
investigation had a lot to say 
about he community press in 
a separate segment of the 
report. 
Reprinted here is an ac- 
count of these findings, 
reported by the Canadian 
Weekly Publisher: 
Collectively the nation's 
weekly press represents a
national institution in a 
country which has far too few 
national institutions, declares 
the mass Media report issued 
ast month by the special 
Senate Committee on Mass 
Media. 
Although it took much space 
to list the inadequacies of the 
~i dailies and the influence they 
peddle across the country the 
:i:! report states that more often 
iili than not the nation's weekly 
:::: press is the first, the most 
:::: local, the most immediate 
:::: medium for hundreds of 
.:.:i!i:: thousands of Canadians. 
in so doing plays a significant 
community role probably 
beyond the capability of any 
other medium." 
There are close to 900 
weekly newspapers in Canada 
with an overall circulation 
around three million. "Arid 
heaven knows holy man~ 
readers," the report states. 
The committee offered 
criticisms and some 
suggestions for the weeklies, 
referred to as the community 
press, in the lengthy report. 
The pronounced emphasis 
on the local scene is un- 
derstandably paralleled by a 
very marked degree of in- 
dividuahsm on the part of 
beth publishers and editors. At 
the risk of generalizing, 
Canada's weeklies do 
represent the more con- 
servative nd of the country's 
spectrum and rural weeklies 
in particular tend to reflect 
the more conservative 
leanings of their readership. 
Editorials seldom take a 
partisan view of politics, a 
fact which the Committee 
couldn't comprehend. 
"For all these reasons every 
individual and localized 
without becoming parochial," 
the report says. "The 'simple 
fact is that a goodly number 
don't make it." 
The committee suggests 
that the weekly newspaper 
can survive only if it has 
enough advertising but its 
survival really isn't very 
important if its pursuit of 
advertising becomes an end in 
itself. 
COST-PRICE SQUEEZE 
Unlike the dailies where 
ownership was compared 
almost o the same as having a 
licence to print your own 
money, the report concedes 
the nation's weeklies are 
caught in a cost-price squeeze 
not entirely of their own 
making. Net return to the 
average weekly owner is less 
than the average bank loan 
charge. 
Rising costs are a problem 
for all weeklies, but most 
especially for papers whose 
circulation is under 2,000 
Improved product ion  
techniques with rising 
equipment costs are all part 
of the same parcel as at- 
increasing wage demands. 
Regional weekly news. 
papers were the first to 
adopt modern composition 
and printing techniques. 
While in the past each 
weekly possessed its own 
printing shop, today this is no 
longer true. Owing to the fact 
higher investments are 
needed to acquire and operate 
~an offset press at a profit, 
there has been a natural 
concentration and cen- 
tralization of printing worl~. 
But basic composition and• 
printing costs of a newspaper 
remain" the same, what ever 
the circulation. As a result he 
smaller the newspaper, the 
higher the proportional cost. 
The average weekly's 
revenue according to 
Canadian Weekly Newspapers 
Association director A.Y. 
MacLean comes 72.5 per cent 
from advertising, even seven 
per cent from circulation, 5.5 
per cent from printing and 
five per cent. from 
miscel laneous sources. 
Sagging national advertising 
revenue is one of the most 
critical problems faced by the. 
weeklies for not  showing 
greater •sales effectivenes 
when they have-such a good 
sales story to tell. 
Circulation .data of the 
weeklies is a Confused and 
confusing picture, the report 
states and it must be sorted 
out in the best interests of all. 
Two hundred and forty-seven 
weeklies belong to the Audit 
Bureau of Circulations which 
means most to-national ad- 
vertisers, but its critics point 
out it measures newspaper 
circulation, not quality. 
One of the great virtues of 
Canadian weeklies, the report 
points out, is not only the fact 
they are Canadian owned but 
they are traditionally owned 
in the community they serve. 
One brief to the committee 
declares that since the reader 
is more familiar with those 
who are providing him with 
information, be .can more 
readily make a critical 
assessment of that in- 
formation. But the report 
warns, this great tradition is 
beginning to erode and is in 
danger of disappearing. 
- pearing of a large number of 
• regional weeklies within five 
to ten years, observing 
already there have been 
merges of' two or three 
weeklies in certain town.~. The 
committee notes also that 
ther~ is a trend to corporate 
ownership and the use 
ff cooperative production 
. facilities, which in turn 
,creates a climate for further 
Iconcentration. 
The committee registered 
surprise that it makes 
economic sense for central 
• offset printing plants to serve 
weekly newspapers within a 
150-mile radius. Already 
Toronto Star Limited has 11, 
Inland Publishing Co. 
(Toronto Telegram) has seven 
and Thomson owns 14 weekly 
papers. The report warns that 
the time to act is now if 
Canada is to preserve its 
"little newspapers" from the 
giants. 
There is an admission, 
however, that conern about 
fewer weekly voices is a two- 
edged sword since frequently 
daily newspaper publishers 
the committee's proposal for a 
press ownership review board 
to implement means to limit 
concentration of .weeMi.'ns to 
those instances in.wbich,the 
public interest would best be 
served; meaning no one 
anywhere would be l~ndered 
from beginning his own 
weekly. . 
THREAT TO DAILIES 
In another facet of the 
report the committee notes 
that da l ly ,  newspaper 
publishers have noticed that 
weekly papers are, and in 
Jmany eases have the potential 
to become, very profitable 
enterprises. Weeklies, par  
ticularly in the large 
metro~)oiitan areas, 'are 
beginning to pose a threat to 
the retail advertising receipts 
of daily newspapers and also 
their circulation. 
: This has resulted in the 
development of a relatively 
new form of group ownership 
where publishers of large I . • - . . 
- daflms also produce weekhes 
and the two types of papers 
The.  Toronto 'Te legram,  
~ornoto Star and Mort'rears 
La Presse are ire'DiVed in this 
type of group, ownershi~:~ 
Since 1964 the rate of g~wth 
'of . advertising receipts of 
weeklies has fdr +outstripped: 
that of any other ~types of: 
newspapers'or periodicals, the 
greatest part attributable to! 
.~alOCal retail advertisldg. Fouri 
ctors are listed wbich: 
ontribute to the retail i 
[strength of the weeklies: . : 
1. A growing" preference ofl 
some retail advertisers for the 
selectivity of coverage i 
provided by weeklies. 
2. Growth in circulation. The 
circulation growth of weeklies 
has been even greater than 
growth in advertising. 
3. Development of cost- 
reducing centralization of 
composing an d printing! 
operations, i 
4." The application of new 
technology to reduce 'costs, 
primarily the offset prncess.~ 
• The development of offset 
printing, the report states, has 
given renewed life to the 
"family newspaper." 
LEARNING THE ROPES,  these men recent ly  passed  naut ica l  examinat ions  at  
Yo,. ho, ho 
a dsploma 
The B.C. Vocational School 
nautical division recently held 
examinations for the Depart- 
ment of Transport masters and 
mates lave. 
E.C. Redmond, principal,. 
notes the high standard and 
past rate of 94 per cent ... as 
compared to the national 
average of 24.6 per cent. 
Capt. J,T. Marsh leads the 
division With assistants, Capt. 
A. Davidson, Capt. A. McCuaig 
and Bill Robinson. 
The following passed their 
~xaminations: 
Fishing master, B. Milnes; 
M inor  water master, R. 
Galbraith, R: Helmer, G. 
Filipsehuk, A. Smith, G. Smith 
and,'E, Buggins, 
.Pass ing  the 350 ton tug 
m~nster ~ere R. Barnes~ W. 
Greene, L. Carey, J. Harries, G. 
Salome, L. Boehmer, L. Melin, 
E'. Jackson, N. McDonald ~P. 
Wdllin'and.W. Valpy. 
:. First mate  T.C. was passed 
by J. Gesseand Master home 
trade by T. Reid. 
Births, - 
Born' at ."Mi l ls  Memorial 
Hospital to :  
Mr; and  Mrs. Hardy Mobs, a 
daughter, :on FebrUary 24,'  
Mr.'and Mrsl Stephen Johnson,. 
a daughter, on February 26. 
Mr...and 'Mrs. Robin Hawea, a 
d~ught~', on Februai'y 27. 
Mr... and M~s, Wayne Walker , 'a 
son, on Februa~ 27. 
Mr. and Mrs. Don campbell,, a 
~n'~' ~ February:28. i . 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hoffman 
adaughterL:on" l~arch 1. 
l~r. and ~.  JohnJd"es, a son, 
m March 1 . "  
:~,;and l~lrs; Frederick Shantz, 
• am, n; ,mMar~ t: ., • 
the Vocat ional  School Jn Ter raee . . .S ta f f  photo. 
Got  a room 
for  s tudent?  , 
Got a spare room? HAPPINESS 
Ted Brooks, counselor at . . 
 ° °se:°  apruyt CaraSvan Moving 
sO~j)~to,,~na" s~udeht~ i t t ,e @ ~-- ~4~ e l -  - Ltd. ee p Y. , .or,.ue 
" "Brooks wants to build up a list ~,',,* f,+ _ . . . .  
of names of pepo le willing to . . . .  ~,.h Imt,rit'a. Van I I  . . . .  (;ALL. US TODAY 
house the students usually . " Phone 635-7050 4535 Grei9 Ave. "Terrace B.C. 
boys. 
' - -  WE HAVETWO~[OTS LEFT ON STRAUME AVES. 
i. 
Ii THE TILLICUM THEATRE Knowledge explosion 
rips into libraries 
Explosions are' rocking 
British Columbia libraries -- 
explosions, of information, 
population and technology. 
And the reverberations will 
soon be felt as libra/'ians em- 
bark on a program to jnvolve 
the public in the problems 
facing library development 
says D.B. Sommer of Kitimat. 
Preparations are underway to 
hold a Centennial Citizens' 
Conference on Libraries on May 
3. in Victoria, aimed at 
focussing public attention on the 
plight of many libraries today 
and the hopes fears and needs 
for their future, he said. 
S.ommer said, "The potential 
of libraries is unlimited, and 
librarians visualise them 
among B.C/s immense but 
untapped resources." 
POTENTIAL 
"The Citizens' Conference 
will • a im at  acqua in t ing  ~ M ~  f f  
delegates with this potential 
and ho~# its development can be FR IDAY AND ~ Matt Helm and 
secured during the next sATURDAY ONLY • his adventures 
decade,".he added. ~ I 
• "A few libraries are in Denmark. i 
providing high calibre service $euo lu l l  4 
already, but far too many are ~ I 
horribly substandard" says the . 
conference C0-ordinator, Alice ~ Exciting mmm 
Simpson, of Vancouver 
"Moot libraries just aren'te- 
quipped to cope with the ex, 
panding demand for booksand 
other materials which are part 
of the modern approach to the 
in fo rmat ion '  educt ion ,  
recreation cycle". Continued the 
un-library.like redhead whose 
job. :as ' eons~tant With the 
L ibrary  Developmen Com- 
mission brings her into contact 
with many libraries in : the  
province. 
How this problem may be 
tackeled will be just one of the 
subjects covered at the B.C. 
government-sponsored con- 
ference. 
THE 
RED 
D'OR 
CABARET 
Presents 
Story about 
secret agent 
Starring 
Dean Mart in,  
Elke Sommers, -. 
and Sharon "rate 
,allllli,'  
Comin 9 . 
March 7,8,9,10 
"MOVE" 
STARRING ELL IOT  GOULD 
AND 
I 
Bk 
I / 
l 
/ 
l 
I ' f  ,~  entertainment. ~ " PAULA PIENTICE i 
O q l  ' ~ "  RATED"M": • ~  ! ] p 
, For Mature Audiences 
Terrace Hote l  - : 
~[~hone For Reservations ~ ,,. [I 
-. II ~" (" 111 
- i  
MARCH 4,5,6" 
"THE WRECKING CREW" 
, i l l l l  1 ] - -=  
NOW PLAY ING SHOWTIME 
7 & 9:15 P.M. 
hero contractors lid 
635"3605 + 635-3119 
